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I sit in the top of the wood, my eyes closed.
Inaction, no falsifying dream
Between my hooked head and hooked feet:
Or in sleep rehearse perfect kills and eat.
The convenience of the high trees!
The air's buoyancy and the sun's ray
Are of advantage to me;
And the earth's face upward for my inspection.

My feet are locked upon the rough bark.
It took the whole of Creation
To produce my foot, my each feather:
Now I hold Creation in my foot

Or fly up, and revolve it all slowly -
I kill where I please because it is all mine.
There is no sophistry in my body:
My manners are tearing off heads -

The allotment of death.
For the one path of my flight is direct
Through the bones of the living.
No arguments assert my right:

The sun is behind me.
Nothing has changed since I began.
My eye has permitted no change.
I am going to keep things like this.

(Ted Hughes 1957)
1. Introduction
John Sinclair's pioneering work on what have come to be known as semantic prosodies has, since the advent of the volume Text and Technology (Baker et al 1993), attracted the attention of scholars both within corpus linguistics and beyond. Most writers who have commented upon semantic prosodies have recognised that they are a collocational phenomenon and one which is preferably to be regarded as recoverable computationally from large language corpora rather than intuitively. Sinclair (1996: 75) demonstrated something of the interface between semantic prosodies and their role in determining units of meaning. His recent work has come closer to providing us with a working definition of semantic prosodies. He says of them:

A semantic prosody is attitudinal and on the pragmatic side of the semantics/pragmatics continuum...once noticed among the variety of expression, it is immediately clear that the semantic prosody has a leading role to play in the integration of an item with its surroundings. It expresses something close to the ‘function’ of an item. (1966: 87)

Stubbs (1996: 173) has amplified the involvement of strongly negative semantic prosodies in causation. In 40,000 examples of the lemma cause, Stubbs reports that its most characteristic collocates are: accident, concern, damage, death and trouble. Jeffries (1996: 171), writing as a stylistician, favours the view, unpopular with many literary critics, that semantic prosodies are an intertextual rather than a purely intratextual phenomenon within a work of art. In other words, semantic prosodies are part of all readers' prior knowledge. Mercer (forthcoming) writing from the perspective of an educational theorist in the mentalist tradition suggests a possible area of rapprochement between corpora as they affect semantic prosodies and the workings of the mind.

The purpose of this paper is twofold: (1) to review our current state of knowledge of semantic prosodies, move towards a revised working definition of the term and summarise the major issues which are still to be resolved; and (2) to demonstrate the presence of corpus-based evidence to support a link, at the level of linguistic theory, between the linguistic contexts of semantic prosodies and their situational counterparts. A Contextual Prosodic Theory (CPT) would seek to elucidate through semantic prosodies the Firthian view that situational and linguistic contexts are co-extensive. The work of John Sinclair, arguably more than that of any other Neo-Firthian linguist, is demonstrably underpinned by this view. The move towards Contextual Prosodic Theory follows logically upon Sinclair's assertion:

Having arrived at the semantic prosody, we have probably come close to the boundary of the lexical item. (1996: 88)

2. Our current understanding of semantic prosodies
When scholars compare the peculiar power of written text with that of the visual media, the single feature which is commonly identified as text's main strength is that it is connotative. The fact that pictures are denotative is often seen as a weakness, because they leave too little to the imagination. Hence, the visual medium is regarded as being too iconic for its own good, whilst the richly suggestive qualities of text continue to be revered as they sustain the complex art of literary appreciation.

2.1 Are semantic prosodies a form of connotation?
We need to make it plain that semantic prosodies are not merely connotational. The COBUILD definition of connotation runs as follows:
The connotations of a particular word or name are the ideas or qualities which it makes you think of. (1995: 343)

One of the examples provided in the dictionary entry reads:

‘Urchin’, with its connotations of mischievousness, may not be a particularly apt word.

However, suppose we were to ask the average reader what the connotations of the phrasal verb build + up are? Is that reader likely to reply with the question: ‘Transitive or intransitive?’ Is connotation ever subjected to this type of rigorous precondition? Is connotation too loosely intuitive ever to prompt this sort of question? Connotation was rightly considered sufficiently important to operate at a high level of computational and lexicographic abstractness in the first edition of the COBUILD dictionary (1987) as the following examples attest:

A housebreaker is someone who enters another person’s house...in order to steal their possessions.

A house guest is a person who is staying at someone’s house for a period of time. (1987: 706) (emphasis added, although read with hindsight, someone’s house may have required revision if that particular dictionary were being written after the advent of semantic prosodies)

Whereas knowledge of connotations is often a form of schematic knowledge (see Bartlett 1932; Minsky 1977 and Stubbs, this collection) of repeatable events, e.g. what urchins do, where they live, their financial means or lack of it and how they behave, etc, semantic prosodies are more strictly functional or attitudinal. They relate more directly to what literary critics call authorial tone and are supported by a series of collocates such as those mentioned earlier in Stubbs’ analysis of cause. These are sufficiently monolithically negative for the introduction of a positive collocate, e.g. joy, to make a powerful adjustment to the tone: it becomes ironic if the choice of joy was deliberate or insincere if it was inadvertent. The force behind semantic prosodies is more strongly collocational than the schematic aspects of connotation. Most semantic prosodies accumulate and concentrate their power within the nine-word window of acknowledged collocational force.

On the other hand, the reversal of schematic knowledge is insufficient to identify a semantic prosody. For example, all weddings are meant to be happy and all funerals sad. Hence, when Philip Larkin describes The Whitsun Weddings as being ‘... like a happy funeral...’, he is reversing a connotative pattern and not a semantic prosody. Literary critics are thrown back upon traditional labels such as simile and oxymoron in order to cope with the phenomenon.

Other aspects of our current understanding of semantic prosodies will bear upon the question of connotation and these will be referred to as we reach them below.

2.2 All of the semantic prosodies in the language ought to be recoverable by computational means

The recovery of semantic prosodies computationally is not a simple or straightforward matter. Knowing that semantic prosodies are attitudinal, pragmatic and functional does not take the investigator very far down the path of providing specific instructions to the computer's searching software. However, a number of avenues of approach can be opened up in the expectation that as each begins to yield data in ever larger quantities, software can be developed in order to link and integrate the methods for finding semantic prosodies.

Most investigators would wish to begin with the criterion of frequency and this is proposed in greater detail in Section 4 below, with the potential for discovering forms of prosodic activity even within the most frequent forms in the Bank of English, such as a.
Even forms which we consider free-standing and uncontroversially prosodic such as *happen* are dependent for much their prosodic power upon the fact that their subject is effectively deleted or remains latent or only potential. The proxy form and frequent collocate *something* almost seems to direct much of the prosodic power of *happen* by creating a fractured context of situation which human beings find disquieting (see Section 4 below). Note that even where forms with *some* are in the object position and well away from *happen* their prosodic power survives. All forms that begin with *some* inject into a text or situation a sinister indeterminateness which invites interrogation, inference and which drives the reader towards resolution. This can be immensely powerful in literary texts: refer to the line with which this paper concludes.

So we see that the collocates of known prosodies are likely to assist in the process of their computational recovery. This process may be assisted by the fact that in some cases, especially where a prosody reflects human foibles or popular culture, there may be a clutch of grammatically related collocates which can assist the investigator. Hence, a computer programmer can begin to craft software which links instances where prosodies proceed through narrow grammatical defiles. Appendix 1, for example, shows the output of COBUILD’s programme called ‘picture’ for the form *ended up*.

If one concordances for *ended up looking* (Appendix 2) the prosody is easier to see. Because semantic prosodies are functional, it is always useful to state the function of the prosody. Here the function is to express irritation at situations which leave a human being's image or status impaired. The irritation also extends to the instances of insincerity. For example, the irritation in line 3 is that some people thrive on adversity.

2.3 Semantic prosodies are often ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ and negative semantic prosodies are much more frequent than positive ones
The fact that negative prosodies are more frequent than positive ones ought not to surprise us greatly. In the same way that unrequited love forms most of the subject matter for the greatest love poetry in English and not requited love (with the superb exception of John Donne's *The Good Morrow*), we ought not to be surprised to find that contented human beings utter much less than discontented ones. Besides, requited love is a fairly busy and time consuming state and one which is as inimical to the act of writing. However, if fracture and discord are the basis of unhappy contexts of situation, then the over-provision of intimacy, comfort, food, drink and possessions are likely to form the basis of contented situations. John Sinclair long ago indicated to the author (personal communication) that the author might find the positive prosodies clustering around forms such as *warm*.

The concordance for *warmth and* bears this out and creates scope for the investigation of positive prosodies with objectivity rather than schmaltz. However, it should be noted that this concordance for *warmth and* (Appendix 3) does not single out a semantic prosody, because its authorial function hardly rises above the banal and it fails too on the related criterion of pragmatism. It is a good example, however, of the strong provision of connotation.

A theoretical position with regard to positive and negative prosodies is postulated in more detail in Section 4 below.

2.4 Semantic prosodies demonstrate some relationship with transitivity
Semantic prosodies demonstrate some relationship with transitivity and in the case of *build up*, at least, this relationship is demonstrably consistent computationally within large corpora. Louw (1993) points out that where human beings are in control of their own destiny and are shaping it transitively for themselves, the semantic prosody is positive, but where people are at the mercy of forces beyond their control, the things which build up intransitively are negative and uniformly threatening. Appendices 4 and 5 show some KWIC concordances for *build + up + of* and *build + up + a* which demonstrate the phenomenon. The nominal form with *of* (Appendix 4) presents us with an impressive array of the products of the intransitive form in action.
The transitive form followed by a (Appendix 5) provides an insight into those aspects of life’s rich pageant which people can build up for themselves. Note that the relative absence of ironic forms is due to the fact that only perverse and dangerous people deliberately build up bad things. If the corpus were captured from the records of secret service dark operations or from the washroom conversations of the operatives one encounters in spy thrillers, one might well discover forms such as: ‘We must build up more resentment in the community.’ To reverse the prosody in this concordance is to flag an evil motive. Only citations 6, 7 and especially 116 appear to come close to this and the presence of a motive would need to be verified from an extended context (which this author is unable to access remotely from his country!).

Sinclair (1990) offers an early reference to semantic prosodies in the form break out, with the explanation:

A set of real examples may show, collectively, aspects of the language that are not obvious individually.

The moment work stops, disorder is liable to break out.
If he gets promoted, all hell will break out.
This caused an epidemic to break out among them.
This final destructive fever had to break out somewhere.

Note that it is bad things that break out, not good ones. Any such points emerging from a set of constructed examples could not, of course, be trusted. (1990: xi)

Ten years later, a transitive set of break out followed by the from the Bank of English can be used to bear out the involvement of transitivity in semantic prosodies, with the stronger ironies on lines 1 and 46 (Appendix 6):

It is clear that the link between semantic prosodies and transitivity is very old and, for this reason, very reliable. A great deal of productive work is now possible in the area of semantic prosodies and transitivity and much of this will be assisted computationally through the use of parsed and tagged corpora.

2.5 Semantic prosodies operate in a binary relationship between irony and insincerity and only the choice of irony is fully advertent.
In the case of irony, there is always some well calculated collocational deviance from a SP present. However, rather than some ‘value-added’ phenomenon like the Russian Formalists’ ostranenie or ‘making strange or difficult’ for poetic effect, the deviance from an SP, because it is collocational, operates in ways which make our intuition move more slowly as we unravel the meaning. Also present is the Aristotelian criterion that the process of unravelling will always contain overtones of mockery. Moon (1998: 161, 256) offers the superb example from the Bank of English:

President Clinton fanned the flames of optimism in Northern Ireland. (Appendix 7: line 42)

The conclusion we reach as we unravel this line becomes an act of critical literacy. For a split second the form is rejected as incoherent on the basis that optimism bears no resemblance to the normal collocates of this fixed expression. However, within a further split second, the critical message of the writer is unravelled: the peace process is, ironically, almost as aggressive as the war it is designed to end. The line has to be an intentional comment on US foreign policy. The power to reach this conclusion can only come from the fact that our prior knowledge grasps the purport and drift of all of the collocates to the right of this fixed expression as part of the act of reading (see line 42). Part of the interpretation process, too, is the exclusion of embers during the reasoning process: this consolidates the question of advertency on the part of the author. This is confirmed elsewhere in the same concordance by the appearance of a second ironic form, life at line 38. However, the corpus
offers us what has never been possible before: the ability to verify and explain in detail how the phenomenon works. This marks the much awaited advent of instrumentation in language study. The power of the Information Age lies not in the information but in the altered act of reading.

Some measure of just how delexical the expression is, may be gauged from the fact that only one reference to real, literal flames rather than figurative ones occurs in the entire concordance (line 59). This offers a further indication that Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 4) would do well to appreciate that ‘the metaphors we live by’ are all delexical. The implications for Hallidayan ‘grammatical’ metaphor are no different. Those ‘metaphors’ we intuitively think we live by may also be offered solely in order to act as part of a constellation of prosodies, where the intention is merely to provide what must be regarded as atmospheric support in the form of a cluster of prosodies all of which have the same functional, attitudinal and pragmatic aim (see Karter’s racing report quoted in 2.7 below).

2.6 Semantic prosodies frequently operate in the presence of reflexive forms and often do so ironically and to express disapproval and irritation.

We have already seen in 2.2 above that end + up + *ing offers us evidence of the irritation human beings feel when pragmatic situations, especially those which were ‘full of’ promise, suffer a reversal which causes them loss of face and humiliation. The diligent SP taxonomist of the future would find a fair number of them through the form up: finish + up and wind + up are cases in point. Participial forms such as faced + with and forms which act as a situational fulcrum such as only + to + be + *ed will assist in filling out this area of semantic prosodies.

However, the same functional component of the SP perseveres in many reflexive forms. This is especially the case where the speaker/writer’s tone is one of irritation at the mismatch between the rich promise which was expected of a situational outcome and the hazardous and humiliating scenario which has or is likely to take its place. The SP often expresses irritation at the fact that individuals have to extricate themselves from a particular situation. The irritation may be caused by the fact that some dilatory conduct in an individual requires fairly drastic forms of repair. The irritation may also appear as a warning. The form get + *self + *ed (Appendix 8) carries the prosody fairly strongly. Note that it does not carry all of the prosody: in the case of herself, the term pregnant is frequent as a negative and often secretly envious evaluation.

The situational irony is altogether stronger and more poignant in the case of semantic prosodies involving reflexives. The situations often involve disagreeable aspects of human nature. In Section 4 below we see how the characterisation of SP reflects the characters of the human participants. Firth had the foresight to include the term personalities in his taxonomy of context of situation. So, when Sinclair speaks of a ‘semantic prosody of reluctance- inability’ in relation to the form true feelings (1996: 90), his observation is subsumed by Firth’s term ...persons, personalities. Equally, in relation to the monolithically negative prosody in the form brook (1996: 91), Sinclair’s reference to the intransigence of leaders and their propensity to threaten, is also covered by Firth’s term ...persons, personalities.

Human nature is particularly reluctant to reward success, as the reflexive prosody victim + of + 3own reflects in Appendix 9. Note the ferocity with which it applies to success in business in a globalised world. Most of these references follow its + own + success below. It is in evidence of this kind that we see very clearly the co-extensive nature of situational and verbal irony.

2.7 Semantic prosodies ‘hunt in packs’ like those of kinesics.

Semantic prosodies ‘hunt in packs’ like those of kinesics and a single occurrence of a semantic prosody is rarer than the appearance of several whose lexical content is collectively subservient to the expression of an attitude. Speakers and writers will usually avoid any lexical similarities between component semantic prosodies in a single constellation or ‘pack’ as such similarities might revive full lexical status in the perception of the reader/hearer.
Poetry on the other hand relies for the creation of imagery on the fact that, as Jakobson explains: ‘...the poetic function projects the principle of equivalence from the axis of selection into the axis of combination’ (1960: 358). Louw (forthcoming) offered the following extract to demonstrate that its author tries (not entirely successfully) to keep his negative semantic prosodies lexically disparate. This type of phenomenon in extended text is likely to have far-reaching consequences for the Hallidayan notion of ‘grammatical metaphor’ which has apparently been constructed, like those of Lakoff and Johnson, from single sentence citation forms (see Halliday 1985, 1994).

Racing: Haines takes reins for sweet surgery

By JOHN KARTER, Racing Correspondent

THE much-maligned men of the Jockey Club have found a 'sugar daddy' to boost their image with a little cosmetic surgery. That has been the typically cynical reaction to the appointment of Christopher Haines, a high-flyer from the sugar industry, as the Club's first ever chief executive.

Constructive criticism is a healthy thing, particularly where a self-electing body like the Jockey Club is concerned. However, the type of cynicism greeting the arrival of Haines, who was officially introduced to the media yesterday on his second day in office, smacks very much of a "Pavlov's dogs" response which assumes every move the Club makes is anachronistic and autocratic and therefore automatically to be shot down in flames."

(The Independent, 4 October 1989)

2.8 Semantic prosodies are often delexical and may appear in fixed expressions. The ability to recognise semantic prosodies intuitively often depends upon the grammatical constructions in which they are embedded.

Semantic prosodies are likely to be progressively delexical, frequent and may often be recovered within fixed expressions. Their positive or negative status is akin to what historical semanticists like Ullmann (1962: 231) refer to as ameliorative or pejorative semantic change. Such change carries with it the phenomenon of delexicalisation. In the case of semantic prosodies, one is dealing with forms which are functional, attitudinal and pragmatic rather than purely lexical. Hence a form like take is both frequent and delexicalised, but it has no prosodic function. It is significant, by comparison, that in fan* + the + flames as it is extracted from the Bank of English, only one instance in 69 carries a reference to flames that are literal. Hence, the prosody of disapproval is carried by an expression which, because it is monolithically negative and frequent and attitudinal, and forms part of prior knowledge. However, ironically, the single literal form is made to look like a cliché! This is evidence of the fact that readers' prior knowledge assembled into the future by data-assisted means will add a totally new dimension to what was an intuitive preserve.

Here is a further example. In the city in which the author lives, a fleet of delivery trucks carries the following message painted on all of its trucks: 'Another Load of Crystal Candy and Cadbury's Chocolate Being Delivered.' To the author of the message, the term load carries the fully lexical meaning as it is understood on a daily basis by the owner of a sweet factory: a delivery involves the transportation of a load.

However, note the way in which the literal message is undermined by the delexical and negatively prosodic status of load of (Appendix 10). Chocolate sits peculiarly uneasily with some of the collocates to the right of the expression. Yet the writer of the message is blithely oblivious of the surrounding delexical menace.

One might have thought that the syntax of load of would have been sufficiently compelling to forestall the painting of the message onto the vehicles, but the gap between the fully lexical and the delexical is much more opaque than Lakoff and Johnson or even Halliday would have us believe. After all, it forms the mainspring for some of our most respected humour:
Ronnie Barker: But now a sketch set in Frankenstein’s castle in which I take the all important part of the monster.

Ronnie Corbett: And I make him put it back! (Vincent 1977: 26, emphasis added)

It is precisely the opacity of many semantic prosodies at the level of intuition that provides the excitement for the data-assisted literary critic. Louw (1997: 242) offers an analysis of gives rise to in a poem by Philip Larkin. Larkin's line is:

...Strange reciprocity,
The circumstance we cause,
In time gives rise to us,
Becomes our memory.

Larkin's intuition far outstrips that of ordinary readers. The form gives rise to, once verified from the corpus, is found to be monolithically negative, but our intuition has difficulty seeing this.

Semantic prosodies will be amenable to recognition intuitively only where the dictates of grammatical structure foster this and possibly not even then (see Louw's example of without feeling 1993: 175). Here human intuition assigns nominal rather than verbal status to a citation form. The distance of the citation form offered from a sentence boundary will probably have a role in this process. It is risible to suggest that we ought to remain made-up-example mentalists with an aversion for offering an opinion on anything too far from a sentence boundary.

2.9 A working definition of semantic prosodies
A semantic prosody refers to a form of meaning which is established through the proximity of a consistent series of collocates, often characterisable as positive or negative, and whose primary function is the expression of the attitude of its speaker or writer towards some pragmatic situation. A secondary, although no less important attitudinal function of semantic prosodies is the creation of irony through the deliberate injection of a form which clashes with the prosody's consistent series of collocates. Where such reversals are inadvertent they are indicative of the speaker's or writer's insincerity. Semantic prosodies may also be found where the integrity of normal contexts of situation are fractured: (1) through the use of delexical apparent metaphors and learned expressions, whose force, over a period of time, has effectively been to delete human participants from contexts of situation, through their conversion into and replacement by certain desirable or undesirable human characteristics; and (2) through the use of forms of language which mark incomplete contexts of situation or those which are threatened with some form of fracture through the occurrence of some event which is either caused or spontaneous. The extent to which semantic prosodies are co-extensive with contexts of situation is verifiably determinable by and through Contextual Prosodic Theory (CPT) (see Section 4 below).

3. Issues still outstanding in the investigation of semantic prosodies
Semantic prosodies are not easily accounted for within existing taxonomies of language function. For example, according to Jakobson's quasi-formalist Prague School taxonomy, semantic prosodies would slip through the net: irony would straddle his poetic and emotive functions and, on occasion, the phatic function as well. No provision is made by Jakobson for the capture taxonomically of insincerity and play in language or the ability of human intuition to recognise them.

Yet interest in the diagnostic applications of semantic prosodies continues to grow, based on the premise suggested by Louw (1993) that when we are being insincere, the prosodies
we place into our text, **write** us. Even mentalist linguists have been at pains to express something of the possibility that certain aspects of language appear to offer a deep and plausible link with the emotions of a community and aspects of its popular culture.

If there are metaphors we live by, they are all likely to be found to be delexical and a bottom up approach to the subject is likely to reveal colossal mismatches between intuition and the direct observation of authentic data. For example, a search of the term *argument* reveals that arguments are statistically more complex and multi-faceted than they are steeped in the hoary metaphors of war as Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 4) blithely suppose.

### 3.1 The affective aspect of semantic prosodies

Semantic prosodies often betray a speaker/writer's attitude and appear to operate almost as a verbal kinesic in much the same way as kinesic clusters and constellations have been demonstrated to operate in the work of Morris (1977) and Birdwhistell (1971) on body language. In the same way that body language is considered a reliable marker of a speaker's attitude, because kinesic activity is a 'vestigial' remnant of man's ancient link with the higher primates, semantic prosodies may equally be difficult to fake with any apparent authenticity. They may have the status of a verbal kinesic.

Where groups recognise the negative aspects of a prosody and wish, for ideological reasons to reverse it, they may take steps at the level of policy in order to do so. A case in point is the movement which supports euthanasia. They recognise that to *cause* death is less satisfactory from their point of view than it is to bring it about. The following small number of instances appear in the Bank of English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>invasive event&quot; which is designed to bring about death rather than the</th>
<th>bring about death. &lt;p&gt; A later act of bringing about death and destruction of</th>
<th>bring about death. The right being to bring about death. Basic care--food, to bring about death, and families would</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>even if such action is likely to bring about death.</td>
<td>Secondly, they bring about death and destruction of</td>
<td>bring about death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he said.</td>
<td>or using some other means</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issue of removing food and fluids</td>
<td>be openly and readily available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semantic prosodies are also associated with affective factors which culminate in forms of insincerity (see examples of racism, suasive text etc in the extended contexts of a recipe for success in Appendix 11 to be discussed below). In extreme cases semantic prosodies are affected by psychiatric trauma. Psychiatric patients who had waived their rights to justice at South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) hearings were asked to comment on the work of the TRC. Several referred to it as a good organisation:

> The (commission's) idea that speaking out *causes healing* is a wonderful one. *(New Nation, 19 April 1996, emphasis added)*

The only instance of the same form in the Bank of English would tend to align this outcome of the TRC's work with forms of trickery and magic:

> family for support, eased their minds as well as their bodies. When Thenotte kept watch all night outside the sick woman's house, she focused the neighborhood's attention on the patient's suffering, a process of support that might in itself *cause healing*. The effect of the healer-diviners on their communities cannot be underestimated. One English healer had forty customers a week; it was said that people traveled twenty to forty miles to consult a witch. Elizabeth Cracklow of Oxfordshire had been
3.2 Differences between spoken and written corpora

No serious investigation of differences between spoken and written instances of semantic prosodies has so far been attempted. There may well be subtle differences and the extent to which these are due to issues of corpus development rather than mode of discourse will need to be investigated. The following is a brief KWIC concordance for all sorts of from the spoken corpus. The sampling of the spoken language of senior citizens may have captured the 'halo effect' of retrospection in old age. This would need to be verified and differentiated from the possibility of their having been caused by a semantic shift within the space of a generation.

1  time I suppose. And so er they did all sorts of accommodation for them an earlie
2  r vacation she became nursemaid to all sorts of families and of course was treat
3  led scrapesies. Anyway there were all sorts of games that I remember that we pl
4  s up in the medical school who got all sorts of grants <M01> Oh yes. <M02> from
5  re or less yes. We we had all sorts of hangers-on it you used to it alw
6  he progressive group and organized all sorts of lectures and seminars and things
7  + <ZF0> university was [pause] had all sorts of links. <M01> Yes it That's right
8  utually exciting place. Er because all sorts of new things were going on new ide
9  m. <M01> but they may be freed for all sorts of other much more rewarding kinds
10 ppened in Magdalene and there were all sorts of people there like MX and [pause]
11 ey said they kept bumping in to all sorts of people <F0X> That they knew yeah
12 Y> ? <M01> Yes I was influenced by all sorts of people and er I er it's very dif
13 o dinners in men's colleges and to all sorts of plays like when the when a Greek
14 I did literature and she we passed all sorts of she lent me a wonderful book whi
15 nd they went down the park and did all sorts of stuff. <F0X> And it's this is pr
16 he at the <PN1> Bodleian <PN0> and all sorts of things and writing an essay on i
17 0> and but because of that I'd And all sorts of things started to come. I rememb
18 of the war so we were involved in all sorts of things like helping with washing
19 referendum on the constitution er all sorts of things and you know <F01> An all
20 yes. <M01> they get bed sores and all sorts of things and she revolutionised er
21 at these provisions and of course all sorts of universities <ZF1> I think I <ZF
22 e me examiner in English and I did all sorts of very nice things extramural <ZGY
23 ence. [pause] And erm they went in all sorts of walks of life. Er but you know <
24 s I had these mature students from all sorts of walks of life and it was er co-e
25 laughs] <M01> You know there were all sorts of ways in which you could have mis
26 ecoming you know less agreeable in all sorts of ways. <M01> Yeah. <M02> And but

4. Towards a contextual prosodic theory (CPT)

The fact that semantic prosodies are part of all of us rather than quasi-literary inventions is my point of departure for an attempt to see if they can sustain, albeit mildly, the status of a linguistic theory.

An area of neglect (caused by genuine puzzlement over a number of years) in the work on semantic prosodies has been the failure of investigators, this author included, to propose some means of finding all of the semantic prosodies in the language, and that, preferably by computational means.

However, for semantic prosodies to attain the status of theory, vulnerable statements, of a strictly Popperian type, will not only have to be made about how they work, but such statements will also need to be proved correct. Sir Karl Popper (1963) points out that it is the first duty of the scientist to ensure that his claims are potentially falsifiable.

4.1 Does situational meaning drive grammar?

In this regard, some preliminary work has already been done. Louw (1993: 171) refers to the fact that the positive as opposed to the negative prosody on build up is driven by the presence or absence of transitivity. Taking the matter further means that one is forced to confront the issue of whether, as averred by Chomsky:
...grammar is autonomous and independent of meaning... (1957: 17)
and that corpus data is flawed (1964: 207).

or whether in the Malinowskian spirit of Firthian and Neo-Firthian investigation, situational meaning is likely to be found to be inextricably related to grammar. Advances have been slow. More than half of the community of linguists rejected all authentic evidence and spent fifty years evolving a complicated notation for the description of made up examples.

This brings us to the issue behind the poem, Hawk Roosting with which this article begins. In this poem, Hughes shows us a fictional world presided over by a hawk which has evolved to a position of unchallenged supremacy. Man as hunter could offer a fatal challenge to this situation, but this is not stated by the poet. However, the world in which the hawk lives would be challenged instantly if one were to proceed down the list of word frequencies from COBUILD, threatening as one went, to add the next word listed there to this poem. The challenge would occur as early as position 5. One cannot add the word a to the poem without destroying the hawk’s universe.

In the same way, one needs to ask where, in terms of descending frequency, falcomorphic man's sense of security might begin to feel challenged and express itself in the presence or absence of linguistic data? If it is the role of a to introduce new elements into a context of situation, then the same homo sapiens who is awed by build-ups which are not of his/her own making, is likely find new developments threatening by and large. If the change of prosody brought about by the presence or absence of transitivity can drive meaning to the extent that acts lose all positive reference, warmth and rapport when man is not the actor, then one should indeed begin the search for semantic prosodies as early as position 5 in the descending frequency list, if not earlier.

New events of great suddenness ought to carry with them some indication of the tremor in the human domain that they engender. The term heart + attack is a case in point. The fact that a almost always precedes the form heart attack and hardly ever the form the, would be regarded as little more than grammatical choice within the noun phrase by the followers of Chomsky. The fact that proportions of the + dog to a + dog are never challenged allows the expectation perhaps of one occurring as against the other to settle at around fifty-fifty.

Yet, if one asks someone in the street why it is that heart attacks never attract a second reference, the answer is likely to be quick in coming: because they are followed both in language and in life by the collocate or the event: death. Inviting one's interlocutor to recall a particular heart attack is both discourteous and insensitive. Only insensitive busybodies quiz the bereaved (see the COBUILD ‘picture’ file for heart + attack).

The management of data surrounding the fifth most frequent form in the language would be a huge undertaking. Yet, if we follow the lead given us by delexicalisation in fixed expressions like fan + the + flames, fixed expressions which involve the use of a might bear out the hypothesis central to the creation of a theory: that a involves events and expectations that human beings find situationally disquieting, simply because they are new. Our desired evolution towards comfort finds them as threatening as they would be to Hughes’ Hawk Roosting at the start of this paper, even if we shrink from admitting this. For the most part the occurrence of is might be like a knock at the front door, harmless most of the time, but, before the door has been opened, with key persons and personalities missing from its Firthian context of situation, palpable discomfort remains. Two delexical fixed expressions: the + recipe + for and a + recipe + for will be examined below.

Intuitively, we feel that the latter embodies a negative semantic prosody and intuitively we are even prepared to hazard a guess that disaster is the most likely collocate to the right. At this high level of frequency, involving a fixed or learned expression, intuition is not surprisingly more reliable. But what of the form the + recipe + for?

In attempting to confirm our theory, we need to hypothesise that if the form the + recipe + for + disaster occurs at all in the Bank of English, it will need to refer to a recurrent type of
disaster of which, almost perversely, we are both fully aware and whose occurrence we are powerless to avert. Gratifyingly, there is an occurrence in the corpus, but only one.

starting with the bankrupt TWA, but Murphy says bankruptcy and fare wars are not the only problems the industry faces. <p> KEVIN MURPHY, Morgan Stanley: The industry suffers from overcapacity. The recession plus over capacity in any industry is the recipe for disaster, so you just can't say well it was the bankrupt carriers, they caused havoc in the industry. No. It's a whole host of things. <p> RADKE: Another issue Congress will consider this week concerns Boeing's leading rival, the European

The hypothesis is borne out so far. It may sound perverse to say that the effects of the combination of the recession and overcapacity are sufficiently common and repeatable to be a disaster which is 'familiar' enough to attract the term the rather than a, but for an expert like Kevin Murphy with a firm of financial consultants, Morgan Stanley, this is very likely to be the case. Within his own economic schemata, overcapacity and recession are repeatable events and their behaviour in combination, to financial consultants, at any rate, is so familiar that it has lost a great deal of the fear of the unknown which the term a in this fixed expression always implies. A further source of fear for the proposer of a hypothesis is the occurrence of 23 instances in the corpus of a + recipe + for + success. A KWIC concordance for these appears below.

What, then would need to be wrong with these instances if the hypothesis is to be borne out? It would be tempting to use the argument of serendipity: not all newly arrived recipes herald disasters, because some must succeed albeit purely by chance. However, there is enough clear evidence for us to eschew that argument. At the very least, for the hypothesis to succeed, the expanded contexts for the concordance lines above would need to evince either of the criteria of insincerity or irony (Louw 1993) as a result of their having breached so substantially the negative semantic prosody. There is enough evidence and scope for a shout of 'Eureka!', but every line needs to be justified for the theory to hold water. The author is grateful to the editors for their generosity and forbearance in allowing the fully expanded contexts of a recipe for success to appear, with interpretive comments, as Appendix 11.
There is, of course, a great deal of *prima facie* evidence to demonstrate that the theory is upheld. In particular, the term *hardly* acts as a fulcrum for much of the irony, as do the negatives and a cluster of *but* to the right of the node. This can be further verified by the forms *synonymous* with *success* which the investigator obtains by concordancing for *hardly* and *not*.

**Hardly a recipe for**

1. to all parties. This is hardly a recipe for strong leadership but the
2. recipe for riotous living. Hardly a recipe seed packets. It could have been a
3. secretary to her father. Hardly a recipe for riotous living. Hardly a recipe
4. he other worries, that is hardly a recipe for outperformance. <p BUSINESS
5. recipe for riotous living. Hardly a recipe for meeting men. No, till recently
6. commitment to change is hardly a recipe for longer-term electoral approval.
7. as just plain batty, hardly a recipe for successful flotation. <p>
8. eeks and garlic. There is hardly a recipe for a main course or starter which
9. ducks and not much else. Hardly a recipe for a balanced environment. <p>
10. than a year. <p> This is hardly a recipe for a booming economy. Indeed, t
11. the consortium. That is hardly a recipe for holding down Airbus's costs.
12. looked outdated. It was hardly a recipe for enjoying fashion, and women
13. into 21 cabinet seats hardly a recipe for harmony and unselfish teamwo
14. <p> THE lawyers? It hardly sounds like a recipe for success in the notor
15. looks of hookers hardly sounds like a recipe for ratings success, but

**Not a recipe for**

1. to pull in their horns are not a recipe for growth but a recipe for
2. is DNA survival, this is not a recipe for happiness. So long as DNA is
3. on short-term cost-cutting is not a recipe for long-term growth. Our proposal
4. And booze and junk food are not a recipe for peak physical fitness. Glenn
5. about the inconsequential is not a recipe for sustaining interest for long.
6. This misguided indignation is not a recipe for serious reform. It's a recipe
7. and his neo-fascist allies # not a recipe for stability. <p> Pien za, the
8. realise that a supplement is not a recipe for success - it can only work if
9. back over the old ground is not a recipe for success. As a teacher, I
10. aster." He stuck a are not a recipe for growth but a recipe for recessi
11. contender. "This is certainly not a recipe for winning a popularity contest,"
12. passkeys, shredders - not a recipe for a happy presidential campaign.
13. our weight: too much fat is not a recipe for a super-healthy body. But if
14. and continued violence. It is not a recipe for a society at ease with itself,
15. leadership changes, this is not a recipe for a peaceful or orderly transfer
16. India must stand alone" was not a recipe for a coherent policy.1 In this and
17. Civil Aviation Authority are not a recipe for failure but a time-bomb for
18. reactions to what you do is not a recipe for corporate bliss. Believer
19. is "a platform of opportunity, not a recipe for dependency". By and large this
20. from 12 separate interests is not a recipe for dynamism. It was said that a
21. has hit rock bottom. This is not a recipe for electoral success," he said. Mr
22. <p> Simply "being there" is not a recipe for career success. I was looking

5. Is Contextual Prosodic Theory new?
Contextual Prosodic Theory is confirmatory of the Firthian tradition rather than new. Such confirmation is particularly welcome at the turn of the millennium. Firth died in 1960. In that year the most powerful computer in the United Kingdom had little more than 10K of RAM (John Sinclair, personal communication). Firth could not verify his theories computationally, but when he gave us his taxonomy for the Context of Situation, he, and indirectly Malinowski, were really, unwittingly, giving us the key to semantic prosodies. Semantic prosodies arise
from fractured contexts of situation. If there are elements missing such as persons/personalities and/or relevant objects or even outcomes, negative semantic prosodies occur. Positive semantic prosodies are very likely the product of fracture through over-provision. Here is Firth's taxonomy:

A key concept in the technique of the London group is the concept of context of situation... The context of situation for Malinowski is an ordered series of events considered in rebus.

My view was, and still is, that "context of situation" is best used as a suitable schematic construct to apply to language events, and that it is a group of related categories at a different level from grammatical categories, but rather of the same abstract nature. A context of situation for linguistic work brings into relation the following categories:

A. The relevant features of participants: persons, personalities.
   (i) The verbal action of the participants.
   (ii) The non-verbal action of the participants.
B. The relevant objects.
C. The effect of the verbal action.

(Firth 1950, reprinted 1957)

Delexicalisation makes these fractured contexts appear to be metaphorical in Halliday's sense. For example, when the form greet has the human subject replaced by a characteristic such as cynicism, a negative semantic prosody results. It is worth noting that love cannot ordinarily act as the subject in order to convert the SP into a positive one, but its provision in jest satisfies the criterion of irony.

Just as negative semantic prosodies are the product of fractured contexts of situation, positive ones are the product of abundant over-provision. We see this in build up used transitively. Sybaritic (Appendix 12) prompts the sort of collocates to its right which show something of the quality of over-provision of people, objects and outcomes that human beings relish. Its prosodic status must be considered dubious precisely because no author has made bold to instantiate an irony against the monolith of positive collocates (with the possible exception of myopia, reminiscent of ‘Eyes Wide Shut’ below). However, its content will please and console those who find connotation a source of fascination.

6. Conclusion

Will Contextual Prosodic Theory tell us anything new about language and life? It will tell us more about the former and less about the latter. Human beings emerge just as we might have expected: selfish, comfort-loving, nea-phobic complainers – who are often insincere (and can now be outed diagnostically through semantic prosodies), but who have a well-cultivated sense of humour and use irony, apparently in jest, to invoke the momentary threat of the unusual.

However, human beings are fascinated by the extent to which their language can read them and they are unlikely to pass up the opportunity of seeing the fuller picture of the functionally attitudinal aspects of their lives as this is recovered from corpora. The technology for building irony and insincerity detectors ought not to take long in coming. Writers may even discover to their surprise that as they sit before their word processors, writing ‘of course, this has caused us both great joy’ they are confronted with a flag on the screen which says: ‘Are you perhaps being insincere? Or are you being deliberately ironic? Press any key to continue.’ Curiosity will secure the future of CPT.

What will the corpus linguist discover who ventures southwards down the descending word frequency list at the Bank of English, looking for contexts fractured or over-provided? Semantic prosodies will be there for the finding. Some of the frequent ones hunt in packs even within a particular literary work. Louw (forthcoming) shows how they dominate the creation of suspense in F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby, through the use of the term something, to show the lacunae in the lives of the persons and personalities yearning for ‘over-provision’ and they culminate in something's most celebrated collocate, the first semantic prosody noted by John Sinclair:
Even Gatsby could happen, without any particular wonder
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Appendix 1: ‘Picture’ for end up

end up looking 15 years older than you really look. Lifted look, just to end up looking a bit smoother and a lot.

2: People are going to just end up looking at the screen more than they're supposed to.

...under the law and they would end up looking at substantial time in prison.
It's real work, because you end up looking at three times as many things as you end up thinking bright orange. We liked Revlon's looking at an uncertain future. I was looking butch and big-nosed. What on earth looking confused and disjointed. By looking crude rather than suggestive, more looking distinctly tarnished. <p> SUNDAY looking for the keys underneath the lamp. <p> looking for the nearest Systemsbolaget, as looking for the same for their client. It looking for a new job. <p> Fewer than a looking grotesque on the figure of an looking just like him. Robert has just looking like lesser- spotted characters looking like a total git and people sneer, looking like a former communist. <p> Q looking like extras from ER (Nine, 8.30) looking like this," he said. <p> What's looking like an after thought and not looking like a Chelsea lady. She kissed looking like Joan Collins because they can't looking like a drawing! It isn't cheap looking like the Invisible Man. <p> Talking looking like a mincing, faggoty thing. My looking like a pre-Betty Ford/Liz Taylor looking like a total stranger on your big looking like a woman. He was truly looking like nothing else and maybe looking like <ZG1> the job description. I looking like misunderstood innocents on looking like a sari advert on the Hindu looking like Swiss cheese. <p> Ydstie: looking like even more of an Arab hero, looking like you". This was borne out by looking like an even bigger jerk than I looking like rank opportunists instead of looking like a stiffl. So it's quite looking like expensive mistakes in a few looking like wayward bits of metal, which looking like a Christmas tree. A woman may looking like their cleaning women waiting looking like a fool." <p> An unlikely looking like Kevin Keegan did. On the looking like an extra from Top Gun. I know looking like Eric Idle's younger brother. looking like Michael Jackson. <p> It's a looking like Quasimodo. Only from behind, looking like her. So don't say she didn't looking more than a little foolish and out looking more obvious than before. For looking more conservative than the looking more attractive than it did. Early looking more like traditional pubs than looking over its shoulder for the bill looking pretty dull indeed nay blue suit, looking pretty much as it does today looking rather like that eight-year-old looking ridiculous. Leading article, page looking ridiculous." <p> Yet Jones looking shallow. Pinky beiges such as looking silly in the end. <p> Norman looking similar. This is called convergent looking skimpily. <p> Linings help curtains looking slightly plaited from the waist looking smarmy. He'd push up his accent looking stupid if he said, that's your
the real attractions. It will end up looking stupid. The finals will be
is that most ballet shots can end up looking the same - just one long
no two women are going to end up looking the same.' <p> Of course Amanda
rules and all the women end up looking the same. <p> <h> Happy return;
Some worry there's too much like the lovable historical
Buchanan, he could end up looking too extreme, alienate most of his
carefully, otherwise it could end up looking untidy. There are several beds
final settlement is likely to end up looking very similar to it. The document
<tc text=laughs> <F05> You end up looking worse than before. You end up

Appendix 3: Warmth and
1. Out rhythmic variations added warmth and
2. Terracotta walls provide visual warmth and
3. is the drawback. There is humour, warmth and
4. little substitute for good feeding, warmth and, above all, comfort and talk lovi
5. tter on telly." Her combination of warmth and
6. e fact that the client should find warmth and
7. particularly delicious because the warmth and
8. erwhelmed by the seemingly genuine warmth and
9. Nancy did not feel from him the warmth and
10. Now lots of fathers are afraid of warmth and
11. contrary, he thought of her with warmth and
12. if you're brought up without the warmth and
13. aggression, responds well to warmth and
14. of America have welcomed me with a warmth and
15. The answer came in a wave of warmth and
16. how they wanted it to be, feeling warmth and
17. personality which had brought warmth and
18. nd the bare brick walls add to the warmth and
19. supportive parents should combine warmth and
20. n't see. 'Doc,' he says, with such warmth and
21. is agony. <p> My heart loses the warmth and
22. measures of cruising as well as the warmth and
23. and I sank more deeply into its warmth and
24. wanted a dream, a fantasy with the warmth and
25. were wrapped in flak jackets for warmth and
26. s echoing response was full of # warmth and
27. know how to manage conflict, model warmth and
28. furniture and floors add warmth and
29. with a tube amplifier gives valve warmth and
30. worktop material is still adding warmth and
31. he low, beamed ceilings and adding warmth and
32. has used small details to give it warmth and
33. will express their affection with warmth and
34. the world as skilled in spreading warmth and
35. Elgar performance has extra warmth and
36. sex can produce tremendous warmth and
37. a home-from-home overflowing with warmth and
38. and Weber, particularly, bring warmth and
39. lies on sandstone, which gives warmth and
40. spend the Christmas season in some warmth and
41. ll and just wanted a little bit of warmth and
42. hen on I felt surrounded by a deep warmth and
43. alking lovingly to it; offer it love, warmth and
44. provides insulation to maintain warmth and
45. rtherner, but because I wanted his warmth and
46. to apply his talents, his Northern warmth and
47. unless it is complemented by the warmth and
48. all the good things, all the milk, warmth and
49. ability to radiate paternalistic warmth and
50. eated an atmosphere of exceptional warmth and
51. country house, full of charm, warmth and
52. move towards democracy and for the warmth and
53. to-the-skin lycra, designed for warmth and
54. parts of the role with engulfing warmth and
55. &dquo; # pound; 13.99) has striking warmth and
56. who feels ready for mutual caring, warmth and
57. who feels ready for mutual caring, warmth and
58. the very late afternoon, a bit of warmth and
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tyle and dwell instead on comfort. Warmth and ease of movement should be the the
joy it brought us! With you I find warmth and ease of laughter. Of course to
strict protocol they demonstrated warmth and encouragement. They said it was
but they responded instead with warmth and enthusiasm. The QB's # and he appreciated pl
all on Friday night responded with warmth and enthusiasm. The Queenslanders' compu
of warmth albeit emotional warmth and to keep in flower. Given regular warmth and
the sun, acknowledging the rising warmth and
with Barbirolli's special brand of warmth and
d oerplane do anything for warmth and
she said -- adding that the person warmth and
she <tc text=pause> brought great warmth and
the <55> Dragonslayer, with great warmth and
other's languages will add to the warmth and
a brood of children. She has great warmth and
and his wife Winnie exercised the warmth and
is prices will be kept down. The warmth and
4.70 <p> skilfully blended for warmth and
reading may make us forget the warmth and
een received with friendliness and
is an addictive full of warmth and
stress can cause infertility, so warmth and
 s looking forward to returning the warmth and
of being a 'character', a man of warmth and
by using technology you lose the warmth and
s magazine style but are full of warmth and
rwell's 'commitment and anger, his warmth and
powerful, at the same time full of warmth and
lassic performances and a profound
thriving in their millions in the
illusions and a great deal of warmth and
Ben), will remember a man of great warmth and
his connection gives his biography warmth and
relate' with the same consistent warmth and
the game, the prize is closeness, warmth and
nterruption, seemed never to lose warmth and
is supportive friendship, personal warmth and
ere were also some words of mutual warmth and
the food and drink abundant, the
I thank all the staff for their warmth and
but his sparkling gray eyes held warmth and laughter. The<br>he greeted with such warmth and
he other hand, had more to do with warmth and
was entering a wonderful place of warmth and
larasculo of the city at night, of warmth and
<br>a flexible system for all-day warmth and
a parent in order to be granted warmth and
the way Mr Behr builds up the warmth and
will these walls be so steeped in warmth and
encies. The cafe would offer food, warmth and
at has astounded everyone with its warmth and
brought to life by Grove's warm and
er able to break away for a little warmth and
at black community. It reveals the warmth and
he sleeps as long as he has food, warmth and,
a dream to wear, coddling you in warmth and
ds, says my friend. She glows with warmth and
morning the child's enchanting warmth and
King of the crooners also breathes warmth and
of God to fill your heart with the warmth and
puterised characters have so much warmth and
she felt the need for the type of warmth and
not on the scale of the Savoy, but warmth and
men cannot be free in expressing warmth and
their own fantasies of nurturant warmth and
once again to share his mother's warmth and
previous exclusive love # 5  al
and love, and though her lover's warmth and
direness in this painting. All is warmth and
5.0 (above, top). Earth Shades add warmth and
reenter it, will shock us with its warmth and
Cape Afrika Pinotage, of equal warmth and
things up? They lay together for warmth and
the sleep of animals grouped for warmth and
these indoor meetings from the warmth and
Bragg novel shows the real warmth and
umpin'? <p> May I reciprocate your warmth and
m, curiously eager and intent. The warmth and
for all its faults, offered cozy warmth and
uning and brought all her natural warmth and
ter when you are around; you have warmth and
ays Maria, assuring us of Tanner's warmth and
the 'seductress' who uses her warmth and
who does a lovely job of bringing warmth and
voters, who provided food, warmth and
and it could not match the humour, warmth and
change in the man was noticeable. Warmth and
urely prefer to be remembered with warmth and
ludes in life is luxuriating in warmth and
enough, C would tell you how the warmth and
ost travellers in Sri Lanka is the warmth and
let himself into the blessed warmth and
by her curvaceous vowels, the warmth and
knit design giving you the utmost warmth and
was so HOT, and I was drawn to the warmth and
signs of life in response to the warmth and
relations will lack emotional warmth and
ward the Soviet Union for maternal warmth and
we were happy just to soak up the warmth and
boxes. We burned the boxes for warmth and
60s and 70s with intelligence, warmth and
heart; it's the people who add the warmth and
stepped into the shower. The warmth and
late in the afternoon for the warmth and
about her? <p> Horowitz: All the warmth and
you get their loyalty and their warmth and
still retains much of its summer warmth and
senses responded to sunshine and warmth and
a sky of tranquill joy it brought about in the time
auses Merchant to be nostalgic for warmth and
to reminisce about a holiday and
openness will always arouse warmth and
trust in others, while worktop
family. There's a feeling of warmth and
so sorrowful? Or was it the deep warmth and
away from his eyes. In a flush of warmth and
ring outlook, also campaigned with warmth and
170 was dull and placid and Heather's warmth and
moluscs needing nothing but light warmth and
I can't hope to convey all its warmth and wit, its invention, its raw was
Appendix 4: Build up of...
emotions and drives leading to a build up of frustrated energy and possible phy
and when they arise, leading to a build up of frustrated emotions. Frequently we
active imagination resulting in a build up of frustrated energy at a subconscious
r our mother, which can lead to a build up of frustration and in some cases to i
tricular view is that we have a build up of frustrated energy at a subconscious
ar ZG 1 1 ZG 0 kov unaware of the build up of German ZG 1 1 ZG 0 forces there fo
ed atherosclerosis. Over years, a build up of greasy material, mainly cholesterol
ion of unemployment may lead to a build up of ground forces. By ZG 1 1 ZG 0 Marc
ecessary part of initiatory tests. The build up of the first part of the cere
ral part of initiatory tests. The build up of the first part of the cere
ard at it involves a continuous inner build up of tension which tends to wreak havoc
ion of unemployment may lead to a build up of unemployment. The build up of
hate, bitterness and resentment with a hidden anger and resentment. LTH Z
or possibility is that there is a build up of immune complexes on the sensitized
er possibility is that there is a build up of immunity against LTH FCH LBH 100 L
in the blood when resulting in the atherosclerotic build up of lactic acid in the brain phobias,
resulting in the atherosclerotic build up of modern way of life. In fact, the build up of
s and then LTH LBH In fact, the build up of plaque so called thickening of the
m the Spring. LTH LBH Figure 5 6 illustrates the build up of pressures of the past and the emot
bends. When there's too rapid a build up of nitrogen bubbles in the blood when
ishing health problems pri ZGY or to the build up of much personal wealth, many interme
lusts began to be concerned by the build up of mucus and the characteristic catar
es, slowly. LTH There should be a build up of muscular effort, coinciding with t
osition problems prior to this date, an
r of their moods can result in a build up of protein reserves and mobilizes the
emotions and drives leading to a build up of protein reserves and mobilizes the
ogy wou
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89 139, when there might otherwise be a build up
88 138, when there might otherwise be a build up
87 137, when there might otherwise be a build up
86 136, when there might otherwise be a build up
85 135, when there might otherwise be a build up
84 134, when there might otherwise be a build up
83 133, when there might otherwise be a build up
82 132, when there might otherwise be a build up
81 131, when there might otherwise be a build up
80 130, when there might otherwise be a build up
79 129, when there might otherwise be a build up
78 128, when there might otherwise be a build up
77 127, when there might otherwise be a build up
76 126, when there might otherwise be a build up
75 125, when there might otherwise be a build up
74 124, when there might otherwise be a build up
73 123, when there might otherwise be a build up
72 122, when there might otherwise be a build up
71 121, when there might otherwise be a build up
70 120, when there might otherwise be a build up
69 119, when there might otherwise be a build up
68 118, when there might otherwise be a build up
67 117, when there might otherwise be a build up
66 116, when there might otherwise be a build up
65 115, when there might otherwise be a build up
64 114, when there might otherwise be a build up
63 113, when there might otherwise be a build up
62 112, when there might otherwise be a build up
61 111, when there might otherwise be a build up
60 110, when there might otherwise be a build up
59 109, when there might otherwise be a build up
58 108, when there might otherwise be a build up
57 107, when there might otherwise be a build up
This results in an excessive build up of the acetylcholine. For example, to prevent the build up of the pressure, choose, before the moment in the battle. The build up of the drug in the body. Alkaline for the increase in side effects and a build up of the end products of the reaction. May be caused by an excessive build up of the end products of the reaction. Buddhist belief which avoids the build up of the anger and resentment that lead to energy production. LTH FCH Contact may be caused by an excessive build up of waste products in the bloodstream. In osteoarthritis, the massive build up of troops and supplies on the ZG tail. Usually caused by a FCH build up of unexpressed resentment. For example, blocking them could result in a build up of unhealthy chemicals in a room, especially to get rid of them, causes a build up of uric acid which forms sodium urate in the feet and finger joints due to a build up of uric acid crystals. In osteoarthritis, the principal characteristic is a build up of uric acid crystals in tissues around the tail. During 1942 the build up of US military strength and Soviet strength to energy production. LTH ZDY The massive build up of wastes and toxins which interfere with energy production. LTH The Taurean metabolism and cause inaction and hence a build up of weight. LTH The Taurean metabolism the Allies time to effect a rapid build up of ZG 1 ZG 0 Southwest Pacific forces.
Appendix 5: Build up a

1. frequency or severity of which may build up a behaviour pattern that limits the
2. already in this book the body may build up a better resistance to the various i
3. to change the body physiology and build up a better level of health and, no mat
4. I’m going to get FCH more FCH to build up a breeding nucleus. This land is hug
5. had used his Mars in Capricorn to build up a business specializing in the produ
6. antly fighting down the impulse to build up a case against the person who seemed
7.ngle sex hostels. Their aim was to build up a class of commuters,' blacks who co
8. ents or hints, for these will help build up a clear picture as you become more c
9. down as many things as you can, to build up a clear and detailed picture of your
10. or maybe, for instance, you could build up a coach full of people they have kno
11. ted Saturn always makes it hard to build up a coherent outlook on life, to get i
12. sses, and exercise which will help build up a complete picture and highlight any
13. LTH When a patient comes to us we build up a complete picture in that way. LTH
14. a of marketing organization and to build up a comprehensive thesis on the subjec
15. n all branches of astrology and to remove us from our own selves and build up a
16. park, pretty soon you're going to build up a conditioned tension reflex that's
17. lockwise around the circle. Try to build up a consecutive story as this helps yo
18. of intelligent diplomacy aiming to build up a constructive Chinese commitment to
19. mind, it will become necessary to build up a contact line of your own when you
20. aware' of the timing and begins to build up a day or so ahead of time. LTH Don'
21. In a fairly short time you can build up a delightful collection of fragrance
22. r association will present. We now build up a detailed picture of how this relat
23. 4 is way he can perhaps be helped to build up a faith both in himself and in other
24. night. Fill your mind with it and build up a feeling of pleasant anticipation.
25. Europe, Africa, and Asia so as to build up a financial citadel while achieving
26. sles and Nile Delta, her airmen to build up a force that, by subjecting the Reic
27. ved. LTH FCH Ideally, if Sue could build up a friendship with someone who would
28. your legs first and then, slowly, build up a general need for movement that can
29. mass of particulars from which to build up a general LTH their comprehension, b
30. a mass of particular from which to build up a general concept. When we are deali
31. le and silky. LTH If you intend to build up a good stock of oils and a wonderful
32. He was the prime example of how to build up a great business of international st
33. instinct of self preservation. To build up a group mind of any endurance some m
34. away, allowing the other person to build up a head of anxiety. Try something gen
35. and soothed by touch CES helps to build up a healthy body image and body ego.'
36. e tendency to overwork in order to build up a healthy bank balance, and as a res
37. y, sad, empty and depressed. So we build up a hundred and one defence mechanisms
38. . He ZG 1 1 ZG 0 at first hoped to build up a large, coherent ZG 1 1 ZG 0 battle
39. ons. As a result, they can quickly build up a level of authority and prestige fa
40. y through. LTH LBH 1 She needed to build up a life of her own instead of spendin
41. languages, and is endeavouring to build up a life of her own. LTH She went to c
42. t you know a good financial failure. But it sure did build up a lot of goodwill. LTH My next ventu
43. up for a quick mental build up of the third ventricle. If you or the first few days, you want to build up a minimum range of safe' foods that
44. nd continuous activity designed to build up a model of the outer world we will c
45. the revolutionary movement and to build up a momentum. Preparation would be bot
46. r her to try and help the child to build up a more satisfactory picture of himse
47. of yourself. In this way you will build up a more objective self image. Do you
48. avishly from his Russian money, to build up a network of agents and to convert d
49. nt. In this way you will gradually build up a network of interlocking treatments
50. r community Starhawk Small circles build up a network into larger groups and lar
51. times before. LTH LBH Lyn began to build up a new life for herself, working tow
52. rategy I find that the best way to build up a painting is to draw in the main sh
53. een federals and anti federals and build up a party for himself on that' quoted
54. and spare parts which between them build up a personality, and, on the other han
55. ht order. iii Helping the child to build up a phonic analysis of his language. E
56. ea of reincarnation, enables us to build up a picture in which the working out o
57. 1 symbolism, so he will be able to build up a picture of the way in which future
58. 1 LTH The imagination will gradually build up a picture of this time and place, an
59. ticular operation, they' ll try to build up a picture of regular abortions, unde
60. ling, geologists have been able to build up a picture of the patterns of time, a
61. s many girls as you can to try and build up a picture of the sort of person your
62. as any intelligence available, to build up a picture of the enemy and the progr
63. e a crook LTH Let's start now and build up a picture of a power player in a typ
64. tainne which follows and try to build up a picture of your predominant reson
65. of significance in any attempt to build up a picture of the Celtic supernatural
each case. By this means he could build up a planetary type' a list of descript
e not wish to grow prize leeks or build up a portfolio of shares. Even the news
is only through others that it can build up a positive picture of itself. Conseq
and caring caretakers in order to build up a positive image of themselves, the
you may build up a potent Mass to say alone, or with
against allowing the Russians to build up a presence there. This was the basic
necessary to my investigation as I build up a profile of a resourceful and dange
rances, the uterus is not able to build up a proper lining to receive a release
was beginning to build up a rapport with those who came. They
that she had used conversation to build up a rapport with her kidnappers, from
instances. In order to be able to build up a relationship between them. It give
what we're trying to do here is build up a relaxation habit. We're building
habit, so you have consciously to build up a relaxation habit. LTH The key word
ble 8 LTH FCH LBH personality, and build up a repertoire of funny stories. Make
th. But she needs standards KUA to build up a repertoire.' LTH LTH They went on
erer side of your personality, and build up a republican army. When Sun died ZG
freeze multiple sperm samples to build up a respectable count and then use tha
jail was scarcely the best way to build up a respectable practice. Kemp hesitat
ck to it FCH The object here is to build up a routine and follow it through with
ards to the Halls of Osiris. LTH 2 Build up a scene with a quiet house of biblic
f it. You need more than veneer to build up a school the way he has. Browne has
ther image, gives us the energy to build up a secure world view. Both these appr
als and through that understanding build up a sense of fraternity Latin FCH soci
FCH love and encouragement FCH to build up a sense of their own worth. LTH FCH
for teachers and parents to try to build up a set of social values in adolescent
ive at the fifth plane. There they build up a shell of fifth plane matter with t
a regular basis, you will begin to build up a small surplus. This can be used at
ted to go international, trying to build up a stake in Pearson, the British publ
r have to waste your time. You can build up a stock of minimal and mental exerci
at was nowhere near long enough to build up a strong connection between, as it w
able in a relatively short time to build up a strong organization and claim nume
never stay anywhere long enough to build up a strong foundation. Your private li
ed that the Reich would eventually build up a sufficiently large force of battle
any complex ways see Fig. 2 we can build up a tale of cultural evolution and reg
hem frequently, your body tends to build up a tolerance, leading to increased us
his information the therapist will build up a total picture of you and only then
from outside. They need to try to build up a trust, a foundation on which to bu
vision and so on and you will soon build up a useful number without taking up an
this kind of exercise can help us build up a very realistic picture of the kind
eming and devious in an attempt to build up a wall of defence around herself. Sh
ZG 1 Every r ZG 0 eligion tends to build up a wall of separation which divides i
Valya for love or money. He would build up a whole album of photographs, but Va
was that the Heimwehr appeared to build up a working class following in Upper S
improvement of the enterprise 51 build up a worth living in,' happy and bright
Appendix 6: Break out the

he heard the news from Kuzloduy. "Break out the anti-radiation suits. Get
tell me all about yourself." <p> I'll break out the apple cider, Luke," Pa said
Day as more than just a chance to break out the barbecue. <p> President nic
and Rodney Weidland. <p> Should we break out the Barossa Pearl to celebrate?
politically correct, in our sense, to break out the beer, though it has been h
or 'springy # <p> Yes? <p> Right, break out the Bollinger because you band
the pair could do to celebrate - break out the Bolly! <p> Jennifer,
unformed streets and threatening to break out the booze. <p> The fact that in
sprint to the plane, settle in and break out the briefcase. <p> Upon marvell
right, and co-driver Russell Ingall, break out the bubbly yesterday. <p> <h> r
right, and co-driver Russell Ingall, break out the bubbly yesterday. <p> <h> r
Joanna Lumley, have another reason to break out the bubbly # they have been un
Joanna Lumley, have another reason to break out the bubbly # they have been Joan
while Oz Clarke and Jilly Goolden break out the Californian and Italian lai
interlude where Bob and David Barbe break out the chairs and strum their way
a loan officer is still reader to break out the champagne when his project
is progress. We are not ready to break out the champagne yet, but there is
marvellous. <p> Occasionally we will break out the champagne to loosen up the
institutions. In Philadelphia, we'd break out the champagne when we heard a
John Ydstie reports, it's not time to break out the champagne just yet. <p> S
his best to date is almost certain to break out the champagne and order Beluga
Everyone knows the result so let's break out the champagne and get the post-
celebrate # you have every reason to break out the champagne! <p> <h> poems A
Feeling <p> Big Life/All formats) <p> BREAK OUT the champagne, it's the new a wi
manager John Lyall will be able to break out the champagne. <p> Osman <h o
and singing about black holes - break out the champagne. <p> The all the
to the States later this week don't break out the champagne; <p> I'm to front
s golden moments into the schedule. Break out the chest wigs and swing those
ER. <p> <h> SUNDAY DAY BY DAY </h> BREAK out the claret and the silk. <p> ta
hour. <p> Renee Montagne, host: <p> Break out the coffee and the cherry pie, t
taupe, olive, mustard and spice. <p> Break out the credit card! <p> CD Jets ri
taupe, olive, mustard and spice. <p> Break out the credit card! <p> CD Jets ta
in a new era. <p> Gt Glitz is okay. <p> Break out the Dom P., even if it is made
dollar; 96 million. Shearson doesn't break out the earnings of its and, at leas
t all the time # It may not be time to break out the entry in the Oxford Book of
the eyes of an armchair sports fan BREAK OUT the esky, lock the door of the
For a change, she was going to break out the good furniture. She couldn't
it's a great week to be Irish BREAK OUT the Guinness St Patrick's Day
sexy. Food is, in fact, the new sex. Break out the Haagen-Dazs ice-cream: the
<p> SHANE DYE (Nothin' Leica Dane # Break out the Kleenex if 'Billy Idol" by
band will play all your favourites - break out the Levis. <p> ELVIS BELOW, USE-
Edition." I'm Liane Hansen. <p> Break out the marshmallow fluff, grab John
s most satisfying car maker. Well, break out the manypoles everyone and let's
day's your oyster # so why not break out the morning sherry, whack on
Gramps dying, break out the newsmakers and confetti, and singing about black holes - break out the obituaries yet," he said.
Comar Tel: 0983 282400). <p> <h> Here's a ce
blonde for royal circuit LONDON: Break out the royal wedding mugs. <p> in
nice Hooverball game? <p> De Decker: Break out the rubbing medicine. <p> <h> politi
Cruise. <p> What came top? <p> Break out the sandwiches, chaps. With s
have indicated that were trouble to break out the state leadership would not
to front up with a dozen red roses or break out the velvet cat o' nine tails.
football season over, it's time to break out the zinc cream, the terry- his b

Appendix 7: Fan the flames of

The research will fan the flames of a long-running debate over inter. It has also fanned the flames of a hot debate among those who
piece of pianism which fanned the flames of an impetuous and orchestrally s
execution of hostages fanned the flames of anti-German sentiment, de Gaulle aged Nazis would merely fand the flames of anti-Semitism. The hangings at f
popular press an excuse to fan the flames of anti-homosexual feeling. A
om the Third World and fanning the flames of anti-Americanism everywhere. He t
om the east has further fanned the flames of anxiety. <p> As Ernst Neubau, a t
ere isn't anyone that will fan the flames of any type of resentment towards t
he flames - as well as fanning the flames of armour as she saunters off into
Islamic or not - would fan the flames of Azeri nationalism within Iran. has been accused of fanning the flames of bigotry by several people who where they've helped fan the flames of civil unrest. 1981 Riots in ends to dampen rather than fan the flames of conflict. Research shows that, C ngress, accusing it of fanning the flames of confrontation in the country. He C ngress, accusing it of fanning the flames of confrontation in the country. He C profile protesters fanned the flames of controversy with the oxygen of fe of Malcolm X, is set to fan the flames of controversy even higher. Barbara the team manager, fanned the flames of debate yesterday directly that foreigners were fanning the flames of discord in the USSR -- the kind accuses as a class of fanning the flames of discord and destabilisation. Sarajevo arsonists fan the flames of civil unrest. He replied that the Congress, accusing it of fanning the flames of confrontation in the country. He C nearly every state are fanning the flames of intolerance and bigotry, f some intellectuals for fanning the flames of inter-ethnic relation and thus successes in extinguishing the flames of violence, "Family magazine was just one way of fanning the flames of evangelism." Family magazine was just one way of fanning the flames of extremism on which racial man. Philip Ridley fans the flames of fantasy with Mercedes Ice ( Minister Paul Brady # Fanning the flames of fear" Perspectives, May 4) is 31 outrageous talk show hosts, fan the flames of fear. And we see more of that n yobbos in Cup mayhem Fanning the flames of hatred l. Baton-wielding French now accusing others of fanning the flames of hatred, but it was he who said: some intellectuals for fanning the flames of intolerance and bigotry, f nearly every state are fanning the flames of intolerance and bigotry, f om Rafsanjani to cease fanning the flames of Islamic fundamentalism among the w one hair is white with fanning the flames of life. <195> You are younger than t and Tom Ellis, who fanned the flames of Nationalism, but "their medium-term it will only fan the flames of nationalism. In its editorial, "Flax," and ways of fanning the flames of faith require much more study. <p> PRESIDENT Clinton fanned the flames of optimism in Northern Ireland on Europe's media for "fanning the flames of panic" over BSE. All the EU physical exercise, can fan the flames of passion, at least to a limited degree to do other than fan the flames of passion. This is probably true, trouble and disparity fan the flames of politically oriented Islamic fearing any comments would fan the flames of public division. They believe and bases itself on fanning the flames of racial division. To equate the campaign was an effort to "fan the flames of racial, ethnic and religious a Liberal Democrats had fanned the flames of racism in Tower Hamlets by their t lice corruption further fanned the flames of resentment that finally exploded on the inside could fan the flames of revolt--while the GIP, on the other hand its independence he fanned the flames of Serbian nationalism further by 46 hetic Federation, for fanning the flames of speculation during what has been 47 of old quarrels and fanning the flames of still-smoking remembered wrongs, lack of evidence seems to fan the flames of suspicion. This confused me 49 tastic trouble, fanning the flames of that violence and itself running an camp, the report has fanned the flames of the ivory debate. Headlines such of the eucalyptus trees to fan the flames of the fire, softly in the dying 50 fanning the flames of the right-to-life movement want has no interest in fanning the flames of the South Pacific tests dispute. 52 have succeeded in fanning the flames of this resentment. Racist remarks of Michael Heseltine fanned the flames of Tory turmoil # what a lovely President de Klerk of fanning the flames of violence. But the President has 54 this month could even "fan the flames of war in Europe". Poland, the force of history, who fanned the flames of war from the Serb side. <p> In 58 did nothing more than fan the flames of Weinberger's anti-Israel inspiration for fanning the flames of your own Austen romance <p> IT
that it took Gascoigne 24 minutes to get himself noticed, a sliding tackle on
love life then dress powerfully and get yourself noticed, a forceful aspect
plans-step into the spotlight and get yourself noticed-you'll adore being
Party is actually going to manage to get itself unified again? BARNES) I
t territory you're in. Not entirely. Anyway, darling, get yourself organised and I'll tell you
only are you passing over a chance to get yourself noticed and save your
had hoped. <p> The third thing is to get yourself organized, and that's what
Mr Ashdown has to fight clever to get himself killed and win a medal. I
quietly by the fire, 'and go and summer, and we've been after him to
effectively ended when he managed to get himself pinned between his Jag and a
Match me, Sidney # You're dead, go to the war - it ended before he could get himself cured or get himself kicked. It was among the
people," he went on. 'That way you could get yourself killed.' I thought of that
you don't like well then you can get yourse
her next week and I'll I'm going to get myself calmed down enough so that I
go for maybe three hours trying to get myself dismissed early in the
at Crystal Palace's Richard Shaw to get myself organized. <p> Oh.
untelligible <p> he was going to get himself cured or get himself killed. feel lonesome." <p>
City in January 1991, he managed to get himself booked five seconds after
 Think yourself lucky that I didn't get myself shaved for a Mohican. Don't
at 38, has moved heaven and earth to get myself picked for this competition.
think of is blood." I'm not about to get myself hanged for killing one of the
now about sour cream recipes, so just get yourself fortified with your coffee,
<subh> MONDAY </subh> you don't like well then you can get yourse
l, you'd take the day off, go out and get yourself fried silly. <p> Judging
of Tennessee Williams, even to get himself banned from baseball wipes
his best friend is saying Oh don't --above the running around, 'Get yourself armed. Get yourself armed. We
time of the sergeants running around, 'Get yourself armed. Get yourself armed. We
If the little ray of sunshine doesn't
If I packed it in, I reckon. Before I and mentioning that name? You could
ll right, caused Carlos to go off and get myself drowned &hellip; When he
What were you tryin'n'a do tonight, 1
of them meant it. 'See, a tape can
You'll pick the wrong one one day and get yourself killed. I'm not! So do you
stardom in the courtroom if she could get herself involved in all sorts of
He's a nice big guy, but he seems to get himself involved in all sorts of
50 ommunist. <subh> MONDAY </subh> you don't like well then you can get yourse
51 a moving on to the Internet, 'I don't
52 that. But <p> I # I've got to get myself involved in something I
to receive you with open arms.
53 that at some point Russia would better than for this country to get itself involved in a national debate
to get myself involved in the morning
54 <p> a law-enforcement officer, can get myself involved in. But I think
55 well doing. If there's someone there, get yourself invited in. Accept the tea, get itself involved in this kind of
56 was any political party ever going to get itself organized. I would be able to get itself killed. It was among the
government's enforcement officer, can get myself involved in anything as
will want to beat us. I can easily get myself motivated, I've just got to
in the courtroom if she could get herself involved in plenty sword
get yourself armed. Get yourself armed. We get myself sort of go to and do my day's
himself killed he may turn into a get myself killed.' He nearly got
scout me. I don't get myself involved in it. <p> It is out
57 better than for this country to get itself involved in a national debate
58 <p> Mm # <p> by the time I
59 if killed." He says this in get myself drowned &hellip; In any case, you'
60 and mentioning that name? You could get yourself killed?" Dean raided the
get yourself disabled er and sit back
61 unintelligible <p>
62 of Tennessee Williams, even to get himself banned from the stage of the
63 --above the running around, 'Get yourself armed. Get yourself armed. We
64 of the sergeants running around, 'Get yourself armed. Get yourself armed. We
65 If the little ray of sunshine doesn't
66 If I packed it in, I reckon. Before I and mentioning that name? You could
67 ll right, caused Carlos to go off and get yourself fried silly. <p> Judging
68 of them meant it. 'See, a tape can
69 You'll pick the wrong one one day and get yourself killed. I'm not! So do you
70 stardom in the courtroom if she could get herself involved in all sorts of
71 He's a nice big guy, but he seems to get himself involved in all sorts of
72 ommunist. <subh> MONDAY </subh> you don't like well then you can get yourse
73 a moving on to the Internet, 'I don't
74 that. But <p> I # I've got to get myself involved in something I
on't go. I forbid it. I forbid you to get yourself killed on a whim. You won't
son? You'd run off to some dump and get yourself killed too? Just to teach
ried. You can't go after them! You'll get yourself killed # I know," breathed
with Berkli would be a good way to get yourself killed! Ellel hates him
York City taxicab is a good place to get yourself killed, although in real
the love of God," I pleaded, `don't get yourself mixed up in that drug
know you have plenty on hand. (<o> Why get yourself mixed up in it?" (<p>) He
welcome recognition that Labour must
It's also a good opportunity to get yourself noticed by the people who
241144. (<p> <h> A number of ways to get yourself noticed;Car 96;Motoring
with something?!' (<p> And maybe he'll get himself killed. (<o> By the way, we
o is take a job in a foreign country,
be counter-punched with the right and
sofness. It's a kindness to let him ust to have a nice break. I'd like to
for your number one soccer mag. (<p> Get yourself kitted out with some super
leur. It's a kindness to let him get himself slappd on the transfer
of the things you have been doing to get yourself turned on. Do not, however,
be an afternoon on the golf course to get yourself sorted out, then you can
mean either that he was going to get himself cured or get himself kicked. I
eens one vast he was going to get himself cured or get himself killed. I
<p> It's great! just get the boat and get yourself organised and away you go."
92 as well of its potential. (<p> <o> Get yourself organised, hold your own in
be counter-punched with the right and
softness. It's a kindness to let him get himself sorted out and then
get yourself sorted out then have a bit of
tified. One of the
lots of obvious reasons but he must
in an outplacement firm who helped me
get myself sorted out." (<p> Peters
Australia has given me the chance to
to take a year out from football and
substitute for thinking and planning. Get yourself sorted out; but I wouldn't
oblivion. (<p> She couldn't let Frank
Altman is the grandson of Robert) to
he Family Values State, she needed to
dump her detectives might just
down, Mireille pulled me together. `Get yourself organised, Peter," she'd
is partisanship to get himself parliament of or a
relationship with an idiot about to get himself killed (probably for some
a good sort, but if he wanted to
get himself killed quickly that was his
down. Pete Sampras yesterday contrived to get himself knocked out of the Italian
she said. `I knew I had to get
get myself sorted out. I know he now
get myself sorted out. They suggested I
in London when I go back home # if I get myself sorted out." (<p> Peters
in an outplacement firm who helped me
get myself sorted out. I know he now
get myself sorted out. They suggested I
in London when I go back home # if I get myself sorted out." (<p> Peters
in an outplacement firm who helped me
get myself sorted out. I know he now
get myself sorted out. They suggested I
in London when I go back home # if I get myself sorted out." (<p> Peters
in an outplacement firm who helped me
get myself sorted out. I know he now
get yourself sorted out; but I won't allow
that you needed to hear, I think, to
get yourself started. (<p> Malo:
photography, and what better way to
to get yourself motivated than a very easy
Damn it, if he didn't go and
t said. `I'll go find my room and get
125 photography, and what better way to
to get yourself motivated than a very easy
Damn it, if he didn't go and
t said. `I'll go find my room and get
125 photography, and what better way to
to get yourself motivated than a very easy
Damn it, if he didn't go and
t said. `I'll go find my room and get
125 photography, and what better way to
to get yourself motivated than a very easy
Damn it, if he didn't go and
t said. `I'll go find my room and get
125 photography, and what better way to
to get yourself motivated than a very easy
Damn it, if he didn't go and
t said. `I'll go find my room and get
125 photography, and what better way to
to get yourself motivated than a very easy
Damn it, if he didn't go and
Appendix 9: Victim+of+3own

Heory put forward is that he was a victim of Achmer's own flak. Perhaps ole suddenly becomes the surprised victim of her own success. She wanted you, the better. Why Esther is a victim of her own success; Esther Rantzen a kn career woman # But is she now a victim of her own philosophy and a warning doesn't necessarily mean she was a victim of her own philosophy. Kelsey's t ew 23-year-old Irish girl as a victim of her own passions. It heard fund for tragedy; as it is, she is a victim of her own bent for the gaudy and mak one suspect that she is becoming a victim of her own propaganda. The M 9 programming. Kaplan's mother is a victim of her own values. Yet she wasn't th and believes that Mabel was the victim of her own vulnerability. There is 11er. Her husband--she really is a victim of her own policies of a--of a--of o issue, but not before this hapless victim of her own vanity was driven is a tru strength and become less of a victim of her own feelings. The service theo to an extent she has been the victim of her own success. Running the 15 t, I think, to be construed as the victim of her own evasion, as if the possi left her helpless and desperate, a victim of her own despair. She exhaled, 16 of you drinking from a bottle. You'll get yourself stitched up. Or get yourself involved with a big yard to bounce briefly off his trampoline, get himself sorted with life insurance the same. But I can't. Don't get yourself worked up about it," she'll 16 running around, "Get yourself armed. Get yourself armed. We're going to war. very unhealthy factors. Like you can get yourself killed, which is about as er er army # business go out and get himself killed? Why does somebody words a week when I get myself organized with this and have supporter. Brecht had also managed to get himself involved with the cabaret buy your own string of horses. Or get yourself involved with a big yard to get myself involved with murderers on to bounce briefly off his trampoline, get himself sorted with life insurance the same. But I can't. Don't get yourself worked up about it," she'll 16 running around, "Get yourself armed. Get yourself armed. Yeah. Gov.
ACK NICKLAUS became an embarrassed victim of his own brand of rugged course-
for that, but soon became the victim of his own success when he made the
years he is, to some degree, the victim of his own success, in that he money
regime. <p> Graeme was almost a victim of his own standards, which were But
Roddy Frame continues to be the victim of his own talent and tastefulness. An
ost famous mini-miller may prove a victim of his own success. Masanari to
Mr Allen's friends say he is a victim of his own ambition. As the first
effective. <p> But he became the victim of his own tunnel-vision. trouble star
wer, Mr. Monieson contends he is a victim of his own celebrity. The CFTC was
AXED John Crawford insists he's a victim of his own success. The Largs boss,
r were others involved? Was he the victim of his own perversity sexuality and in
of the least funny man alive, a victim of his own need to be thought a role
earable; the fact that Haines is a victim of his own addiction. He was born must
lit, soy. To be fair, Barnes is a victim of his own reputation. He shouldn't be a
r it may be that the director is a victim of his own success and he's making
and then said he had become a victim of his own success. <p> For the more,
emerges clearly is that he was a victim of his own heroic character, an Vod
<p> Yesterday it seems he was the victim of his own front-running. <p> In a
sixtieth century. He has become a victim of his own publicity and his
that Wray may have been the victim of his own trusting nature. <p> respons
for 16 years but he really was a victim of his own life," said Kevin Breen,
Rob Borbidge said Mr Goss was "a victim of his own treachery". <p> I can and
re, Douglas played a man who was a victim of his own libido and recklessness.
Rob Borbidge said Mr Goss was "a victim of his own treachery". <p> I can and
icial point, that Trump became the victim of his own hype. Property developer
world as a jungle where man is the victim of his own or others' passions, he
off that he was to be the next victim of his own squad. He decided to go no
 stranger to adversity. Often the victim of his own petuliance, he once was no
 stranger to adversity. Often the victim of his own petuliance, he once was
the painter Paul Gauguin was the victim of his own heroic character. <p> emerg
<p> That door is a victim of its own success isn't it? <p> <M02>
analysts say Suez could become a victim of its own success: By adding an tower
virtuousness of its own type. Everybody has has
League, maybe rugby league was a victim of its own success. <p> I've been reg
ny ways, French farming has been a victim of its own success - or, more
policies. <p> But KDI is a victim of its own influence. During its
as Mr Bhagwati says, it was a victim of its own success. As trade many ways
The government risks becoming a victim of its own initial boosting of to
lp the arts." <p> The lottery is a victim of its own gigantic success. Sir
amid fears that it has become a victim of its own success. From modest worl
liance forged in the 1930s was the victim of its own success. The social left
Vodafone runs the risk of being a victim of its own success. Six months ago, br
leaguered estate may soon become a victim of its own success. For with many
egion. <p> But it risks becoming a victim of its own success, as cash- <p> The
<p> The Slingshot risks becoming a victim of its own publicity with the for
his year. <p> But FKI has become a victim of its own success. After more than b
Leisure looks to have been a victim of its own success. <p> Many of the
diagnostic habits - a potential victim of its own success. <p> Canny the
collapse. Already the system is a victim of its own success. The lottery has A
usy. Here, sadly, it has failed, a victim of its own success and good Or it may
26 <h> The Investment Column: FKI victim of its own success </h> <b> b> By TOM th
100 p> Heathrow, however, is largely a victim of its own success. With airline
rhpas Punta del Este is becoming a victim of its own success. Rich Argentines m
ilying up. <p> It is in many ways a victim of its own success; <p> and the <p>
and the show is the dreary victim of its own disconnected spectacle. nib
weekend in US sport, has become a victim of its own success. <p> The
market expectations. Apple is a victim of its own success; all year it has <p>
multi- millionaires has become a victim of its own success. <p> For Formula
oubled started because Mexico was a victim of its own success. <p> During 1994
Sadly, Sunshine House has become a victim of its own success. It has outgrown b
he argues that Cambodia has been a victim of its own geo-political position,

due admits: "Umbrella is partly a victim of its own success." By building up sa

generation is destined to become a victim of its own level of puritanism. <p> I've  

is that the Internet may become a victim of its own success. New users, it  

marks. In a way, Solidarity is a victim of its own success. When its crucial p  

the country's economy has become a victim of its own success. One of the main  

d video tape. Has Sundance become a victim of its own success? Can a festival  

 upset, the motor car has simply become a victim of its own success. Where does it to g  

David Seymour on Today - </h> a victim of its own excess <b> By DAVID  

is a truism that the North-East is a victim of its own past achievements. The mad.  

But the government may be the victim of its own success. Egyptian to do  

in the UK, Volvo has been a victim of its own success, an effect slagge  

director, says the party is a victim of its own success. <p> Frank to ve  

as such, was finished forever: a victim of its own success. Better that woman  

reserve formula, has become a victim of its own rapaciousness <p> He  

nd tan muscle, was in many cases a victim of its own popularity. Whatever the  

whether conservation has become a victim of its own success. Restricting  

But this form of treatment is a victim of its own success. Thanks to the  

of the problem here. The game is a victim of its own success, and so are the P  

Vashon Island, it would seem, is a victim of its own beauty. As the ferry is t  

sense, the National Cycle Show is a victim of its own success,' explained BA <p  

and threatens to make it a victim of its own success. Today, about 1 po  

Carolyn Pegler asked. 'Yes, I'm a victim of my own stupidity and cowardice.  

the cause as two-fold. 'We are a victim of our own success," Nigel Crisp, more  

is this idea that we are kind of a victim of our own success. The fact of the t  

as if Peps seemed set to become a victim of their own success they received  

parks have in some areas become a victim of their own success. The quality tw  

ewers' superpub ambitions became a victim of their own success in Ealing, Va  

scale. I think they are a victim of their own success-they seem to sen  

quoted as being <tc text=pause> a victim of their own success in th as much  

oney is no object. Liverpool are a victim of their own success." <p> He is  

transplant operations have become a victim of their own success. <p> Dr. David  

to. I reckon we w # Everybody's a victim of their own circumstances like the #  

old Sandiford: 'You are entirely a victim of your own conduct." <p> <p> But the

Appendix 10: See separate file.

Appendix 11: A recipe for success
Interpretive Notes
The expanded contexts below have been numbered for convenience of reference. The data divides itself into (1) Negative and weakly ironic forms with not, or hardly, or followed by but; or (2) disingenuous, insincere, suasive forms, involving weak humour. Many of these attempt to relexicalise the term recipe by providing collocates within the nine word window such as cooking up, kitchen, feast, and serves up. In context number 4 the further affective factor of racism may be present.

[1] it might not. I can only say there's a long way to go yet before I find out." <p> ANTHONY CLAVANE <p> Group classes begin again in the autumn. Individual tuition is all year round (0181-907 2715) <p> Going out 24 <h> Graduate Plus: Beefeater cooks up a recipe for success
Innovative staff training is the key to the restaurant chain's ongoing success. By ROGER TRAPP

It hardly marked a culinary milestone, but 21 years ago this month, the first Beefeater restaurant opened in Enfield.

Women are more likely to suffer migraines. Women live longer. In Britain, the average lifespan is about 72 for men and 78 for women. Death rates for men are higher at all ages. SMART G

Double dose a recipe for success

SUNSHINE Marlins ironwoman Amy Boogaerdt is hoping for double this weekend. Boogaerdt will be one of the key performers for the Marlins in today's fourth round of the Nutri-Grain National Surf League at Sydney's Freshwater Beach and is

Beirne Centre is being leased by Fortuneland Property Marketing which said this week 44 shops had already been leased out of the 71 available while 10 more were under negotiation and 17 were still available.

HOWARD P

FRI PROPER

SECRET a recipe for success

GEORGE Kirmos will give a treasured recipe to whoever buys his Georges International Reception Centre at Annerley on Brisbane's southside. Not that the sale is likely to need any incentives - it's just that so many guests

now in former Jugoslavia, for example. Unfortunately, should a land claim be successful, what are the Aborigines doing with it? Nothing, unless we also give them money, as has been proved so many times in the past. This is not necessarily a recipe for success. A friend suggested to me a long time ago, that we should Aborigines dollar; 1 million when they are born and stipulate they must look after themselves and don't ask for more. I dismissed the idea as a bit extravagant, but if one

there should be conflict between house and garden when it comes to cutting flowers.

A little extra care can prolong the life of cut flowers so that both gardener and interior decorator are happy with the results.

KITCHEN OF THE MONTH

A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Moving from a large and gracious Victorian house to a rather angular 1930s property meant that the Rhys-Evans family needed to thing carefully about what they wanted from each room. The kitchen was their top priority, as Linda

publisher, Frank, and his wife, Davina. With a busy job and hectic social life, Kate has little time for shopping and meals tend to be of the baked-beans variety.

Fortunately, home economist Berit had lots of advice, and her no-fuss feast proved a recipe for success. The well-planned menu lets you do most preparation in advance, so you can socialise instead of slaving in the kitchen and just add the finishing touches. Most important is to resist the temptation to impress with complicated dishes.

many franchisees may have failed. Anyone considering to go into franchising should guard against companies who are in financial difficulty and only selling units to raise capital. Do not fall for big name companies they are not always a recipe for success. Vital research and contact with BFA before making a decision to buy a franchise sounds a very sensible approach.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

A future for SOAS

LONDON University's School of Oriental and African Studies is

cure-all # but have a specific purpose.

Supplements are added to the horse's diet to balance it - by filling in deficiencies of certain nutrients such as minerals, vitamins and amino-acids. It is important to realise that a supplement is not a recipe for success - it can only work if it does correct an imbalance or deficiency.

Horses likely to require a supplement are stabled performance horses, growing youngsters, broodmares in late pregnancy and early lactation, old horses and those

the inlet hose from the skin fitting and drop it into the bilge and you have a de-facto bilge pump.

But having to undo worm-drive clips and prise heavy-duty plastic pipe from a barbed inlet stub with water rising round your knees isn't much of a recipe for success. The proper answer is to fit a Y valve in the inlet tract with the second branch leading down into the bilge. Once you have done that, changing over becomes simply a matter of reaching down and turning a handle.
new discoveries. <p> PHOTOS WITH CAPTIONS </p> WHERE TO FIND THE FABRICS AND FURNISHINGS ON PAGES 90-97 <p> THE MODERN COUNTRY KITCHEN </p> AN IMAGINATIVE BLEND OF TRADITIONAL MATERIALS AND MODERN CONVENIENCE IS A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS IN THE KITCHEN. <p> THE CONRAN KITCHENS </p> Terence Conran’s kitchen in Provence (above) has two oak tables built specially for the room: one, made from an old gate post, is an excellent chopping table; the other is used for dining. <p>

process a little more friendly. We would not have been the people to follow Gary Hart." <p> A Hello! clone featuring only unknown members of a population group held by most Americans in only slightly higher esteem than lawyers? It hardly sounds like a recipe for success in the notoriously inhospitable mag-market. But any predictions of George’s fate from this side of the Atlantic are doomed to underestimate the appeal of America’s most eligible batchelor. <p> If the Kennedy clan is the closest thing

genes into subsequent generations. If you’re a parent, in some circumstances, a single brood, well nourished by your self-sacrifice, may pass on more copies of your genes than multiple malnourished broods. Putting mother on the menu may actually be a recipe for success. <p> Dr Martin Brookes is at the Galton Laboratory of University College, London The young spiders begin by sucking the blood of their mother from her leg-joints <p> OnLine: Sky high and ocean deep - Space / Satellites could soon be

and some US commanders (such as General Richard E. Cavazos, Commander US III Corps) began talking of battle in terms of a clash of wills (Romjue 1984, pp. 53 and 69). Finally AirLand Battle reintroduced the use of ‘principles of war”, not so much as a recipe for success but as a guide or checklist for battle. An initially lengthy list was cut to seven ‘combat imperatives” in 1982, which increased in 1986 to nine principles of war. These nine principles were: 1 Objective. A clearly defined and attainable

of a three-speed, providing better gas mileage on the highway. Our dealers will have a completely different perspective in six months," promises Hyundai's Mr. Warner. Others, though, aren't so sure that budget cars from the Third World provide a recipe for success in the U.S # especially after consumers' disappointments with the first wave of products. People's desires are shifting upward,” says Yoshinori Taura, president of Mazda Motor of America, the Japanese auto maker's U.S. sales arm. Even

33 for every dollar; 1 it invests in education. In-house promotion decreases the likelihood of a misunderstanding between shop floor and boardroom. At Nordstrom, even MBAs have to start off as sales assistants. <p> If being nice to people is such a recipe for success, why isn't everybody doing it? After all, most bosses would prefer, other things being equal, to win friends by pouring money into pay, perks and training for their workers. One problem is that many people have a vested interest in

and enthusing, mainly supported by information technology, which are visually and emotionally stimulating in the way that chalk and talk seldom is. <p> It may be that teachers could be better and do better but going back over the old ground is not a recipe for success. As a teacher, I considered inattention in the classroom as largely my fault. If a fraction of the effort we put into suitably motivating the most keen were put into suitably motivating the less keen we might make a dent in the wastage we

ball, revolutionary short-game exponents. Ballesteros, Couples and Bernhard Langer have all had games genetically engineered for the Masters, while Nick Faldo and Jose-Maria Olazabal, theoretically at least, have not. <p> Billy Casper believed that a recipe for success was more important. In 1969, he combined several carefully considered ingredients don't attack the pins, do lay up at the long 13th and 15th holes and lost to George Archer, who faded the ball, went at the flags with youthful gusto and was
enjoyment as much as career guidelines. That way you are likely to get good results. You can always do a postgraduate vocational qualification. Academic success does not mean hands-on experience is redundant. "Generally, a combination of both is a recipe for success," says Mr Dugdale. The key is self-assessment based on interests, values, aptitudes, and personality quirks. Dr Bernard Kingston, director of the careers advisory service at the University of Sheffield, says: "You have to balance your

Rank does intend to exploit growing cinema audiences. It recently backed Widow's Peak, a British movie set in the Twenties, starring Joan Plowright, Natasha Richardson and Mia Farrow. The shares leapt 15p to 1089p. Alpha serves up a recipe for success; City

s students, and the trio find themselves caught up in spiral of betrayal and deception. Atmospheric, but a obvious if you think about it just a little # PUTTING Dennis Quaid and Kathleen Turner together for an adventure comedy sounds like a recipe for success. But Undercover Blues (Warner Home Video) has a script that's about as interesting and funny as a manual for assembling a roof-rack # Showgirls cast aside their kimonos to do men's work; Theatre; Screen Today

this fee now," he added. "I hope we can look back in two years and say it was money well spent. I owe Wimbledon a lot after five years, now I'm with a club that will challenge for the title next season - the support, the manager and the set-up is a recipe for success." The fee is also a Newcastle record but Keegan will break it again this week. Newcastle have matched Aston Villa's £6m bid for Les Ferdinand. Keegan will talk to the QPR striker after having a £5.5m offer for Inter

good to miss. Take a pinch of spicy Jennifer Lopez from Anaconda, add a dash of Sean Penn, who since Dead Man Walking is undoubtedly one of the most talented actors in the business. Then stir in Oscar-scooping director Olive Stone and it sounds like a recipe for success. But sadly, something doesn't quite click. Penn is perfect as a low-life petty crook on the run from the Mob. His car breaks down in a hick town in the middle of baking Arizona. During his enforced stay he is seduced by the eye-popping

just 20 months. Later he said: "I had total belief in Arsene and he delivered. Yes, it's been an unbelievable roller-coaster ride. Then, again, it just shows what you can achieve on broccoli and Evian water." Not exactly the old Arsenal diet but, as a recipe for success, a certain Double winner and food for considerable thought. WEMBLEY DREAM TEAM RATINGS ARSENAL DAVID SEAMAN: It may seem harsh but, with France in mind, his indecision on crosses is worrying. Mark (out of 10 # 6 NIGEL
Appendix 12: Sybaritic

is the need for something rich and sybaritic, a pudding that will satiate in not a quite weekend at home, but a sybaritic adventure in New York City. <p>

at The Phoenician is an equally sybaritic affair. There are ten restaurants and, in season, skiing. <p>

Huka is sybaritic and social. Drinks in the Lodge a dream journal will understand the sybaritic and delight-enhancing function of smoked. Austere by nature, the special pair of socks, some truly sybaritic bath essence, or a tie that look at and provides sybaritic bathing. Michael J. Fox and on cable # Liz is sharing the sybaritic Brocklehurst lifestyle which breakfast time does look a little.<o> Rolls-Royce' <o> Cars were `sybaritic", but `H.R.H. had a time limit". have been the epitome of sunny, sybaritic California. The mountain ranges sybaritic. Characteristically, we didn't sybaritic decision-making. <p>

I hankeed for something healthy rather than merely cool touch of tiles, as well as a revealed as an effete, frivolous, is sure and clean with a healthily happily spend all day in Harrods' way to restore the throne of a in Calcutta, and retires to a Caribbean. <p>

After four days of as a perfect complement to the likely. Other retreats may be more Cold boiled potatoes, for the less sybaritic, give much the same effect. <p>l once a month, always sped by in a sybaritic haze of abandonment. At night stone huts are fitted with all the stone huts are fitted with all the title is largely devoted to the title is largely devoted to the was a delightful and unexpectedly sybaritic host. When I confessed that the club, lying in the sun; the whole sybaritic island, all conspired to make me invitations. <p>

On the sun-kissed sybaritic island of Cyprus, stopover for that of the X-rated Ice-T to the Valentino have always lived a very sybaritic life, But they were never is giving him a taste of the sybaritic life. <p>

Starting next summer, far too easy for him to drown in a sybaritic lifestyle commuting between his sybaritic lifestyle that, as a responsible sybaritic luxury of an outside facilities where Anderson was ensconced in sybaritic luxury, just me and the Sunday represents reality and the dream of Maulay Ali, that large, jovial, sybaritic man, bon viveur, lover of cards, and Body Programme for Men is a sybaritic member of the leisured classes, and early October the most sybaritic moment of each day came at <h><o> Setting the scene for those sybaritic moments of quiet contemplation, in recognizing and exploiting this sybaritic myopia. Alongside real, troubled, box but the auto seems to suit the the east, somewhere over sleeping, an amusing counterpoint to his Kinnock's lifestyle into such a sybaritic one, but I am starting to suspect after 15 minutes, discouraging the sybaritic. Over the four months, about 41, what they do best: sensuous, sybaritic paraphrases of reality, with The overall effect is a totally sybaritic, peel-me-a-pineapple indolence by threat of deceit, the excitement of sybaritic pleasure with the fear of lost and bone cannot interfere with sybaritic pleasures. <p>

The look is up-page 37). The weekend promises many sybaritic pleasures, including special supplemented with the soothing and it. He went slow, like a long, sybaritic poem, alternatively smothering
including witchcraft, slavery and sybaritic popes. Thomas Malthus might century descends, a monument to the sybaritic rather than the philistine, a century descends, a monument to the sybaritic rather than the philistine, and, after an indulgent feast, the sybaritic Roman would retire to his 'bed of cover, it's time to indulge in sybaritic rubs and scrubs. Skin has his feet to deliver one of the most sybaritic rubs of all time—it is Tamora and the pliability of the sybaritic Saturninus, but are equally structured program bearable to sybaritic, sedentary souls? It helps if you Paco Rabanne's new XS highlights sybaritic self-indulgence and sensuality. outside the door and fall into a sybaritic sleep, to be woken precisely to best resorts for beginners are the sybaritic slopes of America, where learning to wonder just what it was that her sybaritic son-in-law had in mind. But he does themselves transported to a life of sybaritic splendour. Like the spoof of the Tom Jones sybaritic supper where the girl ends up hideous discomfort. 'She had a sybaritic taste; being a sybarite, I like I don't remember anything more sybaritic than being very slightly ill and at Cavan's headquarters was no less sybaritic than in his previous postings; The lifestyle became yet more sybaritic, the narcissism more pronounced on an affair, this treatment is sybaritic. The aromatherapy massage is cool as a glacier", "frankly sybaritic", "the New Argonaut", and so on. and I was having a wonderfully sybaritic time, partying every night and for artist was sub-headed sybaritic, unreliable and debauched. Having you are ruled by the passionate and sybaritic Venus, love always plays a big not wishing to parade their sybaritic ways to openly these days, have more enticing ways of spending a sybaritic week than by stopping off at each as we arrived and is spending our 'sybaritic week away" lying flat on the herself cheerfully. Two glorious, sybaritic weeks off. Fourteen mornings to of M. A. Skinner, fussy, selfish, sybaritic, who would never ordinarily have

Appendix 10: load of

1 1 rm load <LTH> Set 3 = ten reps at a load of 100 per cent of the 10rm load >
2 a load of vicars.<FOX> Who? Who has a load of 1254 load of vicars.<FOX> Who? W
3 2 it can pull a 10 tonne wagon with a load of 14 tonne at over 60 kph.<FOX> THE >
4 3 and a floor stressed to accept a load of 150 lb/sq ft.<FOX> It can thus be >
5 4 to fly five sorties carrying a full load of 16 missiles. Each helicopter >
6 5 ozan fish.<LTH> The vessel's entire load of 170 tonnes of cod, worth pounds >
7 6 a port that would accept its deadly load of 2 000 tonnes of chemical waste. >
8 7 at. If the tram had a full standing load of 206 passengers, the figure would >
9 8 of Spain has spilled most of its load of 23 million gallons of crude oil #
10 9 discovered Kiskadee generated a shock load of 230kg in coming to a stop from 2 >
11 0 n altitude of 5,000 ft, with a full load of 29 monks and nuns. He was uneasy >
12 1 of pull whilst sustaining a test load of 3 tons. <LTH> The winch can be >
13 2 > < in which each officer has a case-load of 35, compared with 177 in Brit >
14 3 1991 is hampered by a foreign debt load of $39.2 billion. West Germany also >
15 4 washing machine can launder a full load of 4 kg to 5 kg <LTH> A TYPICAL 4 kg >
16 5 pyramidal: I came personally with a load of 4,000 cases, of 75,000 liters of >
17 6 the device # has a safe working load of 420 lbs and revealed no visual >
18 7 epyramid is: Set 1 = ten reps at a load of 50 per cent of the 10rm load >
19 8 she begins sailing there may be a load of 500 kg, half a ton,baring down on >
20 9 Britain was pilloried when a sample load of 51 boat people was deported in >
21 0 be a jet-age Mosquito with a bomb load of 6,000 lb, and a top speed of 570 >
22 1 on together,of handling a start load of 6.5kw. Although it is very >
23 2 engines geared down for a trailing load of 60 tons, appeared 1937. <LTH> >
24 3 7 cent of 1RM. Set 2-four reps at a load of 75 per cent of 1RM. Set 3-one rep >
25 4 credit-earners have an average debt load of 77% and devote an average 27% of >
26 5 MicroConcord search SW: load of 80 characters per entry Sort : 1R/
10 per cent of 1RM. Set 3-one rep at a load of 95 per cent of 1RM. Again,
auspicious ranting on some kind of bias.

14  to pull out an entire parcel-load of bank notes to pay for his
descendence # <t> He's always talked a load of bang-my-arse # <t> There's a a

16  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

18  sounded off a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

20  that she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

22  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

24  who got her mother to send over a load of American hostages and were met an

26  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

28  that she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

30  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

32  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

34  who got her mother to send over a load of American hostages and were met an

36  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

38  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

40  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

42  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

44  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

46  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

48  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

50  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

52  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

54  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

56  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

58  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

60  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

62  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

64  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

66  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

68  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

70  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

72  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

74  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

76  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

78  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

80  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

82  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

84  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

86  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

88  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

90  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

92  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

94  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

96  and Sarah Siddons giving a trailing load of around 220 tons away from both

98  that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'

100 that or she's <LHH> still got a load of barbubrate in her veins. 'OK, I'
hen we got on to the street I saw a load of black smoke rising into the air. More power that way! That's a load of bloody old shite," screamed Matty.

30 as far as he was concerned it was a load of bloody old tripe, but it would be

1 Don't get much worth anywhere here. A load of bloody rubbish. Look at it & # & 

1 is a smaller-load of man doesn't seem to occur

4 < than political refugees. One plane-load of boat people was sent back ag

5 show that Cuban music isn't just a load of boleros and rumbas. As with most

6 < M01> <ZGY> <M02> I think they're a load of bollocks [pause] to be honest

7 of Bouncer. I mean I think it's a load of bollocks quite frankly. Err I

4 t interview David Bowie. That's a load of bollocks. We sat and talked, about

1 I think <ZGY> you can tell that's a load of bollocks. I went there for a bag

2 aughter # <M01> <ZGY> this is all a load of bollocks. [laughs # <ZF1> <ZF1> I

3 me and guns in the newspapers was this a load of bollocks. An ex-girlfriend went

9 between the sexes. I think that there's a load of bollocks. We ought to be friends, and between the sexes. I think that's a load of bollocks. We ought to be friends,

10 Yeah. <M02> <ZGY> I think they're a load of bollocks. But like that one up in

5 so-called 'revolution # <LTH> It's a load of bollocks. I'm sick to death of

6 work far more insidiously than a load of boneheads shouting niggers out #

7 sank. The sediments, with their load of bones, were pressed into hard

12 the <ZGY> Anyway she was renewing a load of books this morning and that was

12 the <ZGY> Anyway she was renewing a load of books this morning and that was

12 and chemistry and they gave me a load of books to look through what's

12 I > < find a Pacific island, take a trunk-load of books and read under a palm

14 other 'staggering as usual under a load of books,' and he said: <CQ1> I have

13 s my little honey bun, <LTH> Get a load of bouncy bun tonight, 'LTH' I'm

4 > < which had opened to let a trolley-load of boxes out. From the shop b

5 old f # er? A f # ing wagon load of boy scouts on Bob-A-Job day

8 as > < <T> Now, that is quite a barrel-load of boys to take on all at once

7 of climbing rickety ladders with a load of bricks in a hod, of yanking back

8 and I shall fly to Germany with a load of bricks and mortar, to do what I do.

9 CQ1> looked like he'd been hit by a load of bricks. <CQ0> <T> <CQ1> I thought

6 he was referring to the media as a load of bricks. It is doubtful whether

12 I is 'Uniform's all over again) and a load of brilliant pre-techno 'Baba o'

14 2d, can, is not hard to spot among a plane-load of brink, sleek Euro-exec # Th

15 a lot of arrest the other night: a load of British Lennox Lewis fans were

13 of freedom came yesterday one coach load of British tourists trapped in

4 cdt> 04 July 1992 <dt> 

6 the next main arrival, a jumbo jet load of Britons due back in England at

7 to speed the process. A plane-load of Britons, mainly those held a

8 H> < would have out of winning a wagon-load of Brits.<LTH> Like the picture

9 to laugh. And the next day a whole load of brothers came down.' <LTH> The

4 ouble-breasted gabardine mack and a load of Brylcreem. This ten-year-old was

14 to be honest to read by aesthetic

2 > <LTH> I never witnessed such a lorry-load of budgerigars myself, although

14 at docks by Major Woodings.Quite a load of bull in the Production Centre.

15 t fifteen-year-olds right? That's a load of bull eh <M01> Yeah. <M02> that's a

13 could get in and give them a load of bull about how well we had done

4 <LTH> Ted is a Taurus. Walker's load of bull yesterday for those who

6 think it's <ZF1> a [pause] <ZF0> a load of bull to be quite honest because

5 often in December.<LTH> Q: That's a load of bull isn't it?<LTH> A: Yes. It's

9 performance in recent trials was 'a load of bull' and that the Exchange is

0 to his discovery.<LTH> That's a load of bull, really," chortles Reed. 'It's

1 t> That was really off-balance, a load of bull. That's not to say they don't

2 th his contract looming up." <T> A load of Bull;Football </h> <dt> 14

1 <year.Risen Moon provided one trolley-load of bullion when winning the

4 sist the temptation to say # What a load of bullocks!!' <LTH> And finally,

5 about <KP> 6,000. There's a whole load of bullshit around ans what we

6 doing coke # that's #. What and what a load of bullshit they handed down as a

7 erything's too big'. I mean, what's a load of bullshit? Not accepting different

6 riss Kross and Hank Marvin # what a load of bullshit! <LTH> In future, get

9 and that I'm coy, because that's a load of bullshit," she spits # That's

20> <LTH> WHAT A DUD # <LTH> WHAT a load of bullshit. The music? The paper?

1 sandwich stall some trade. What a load of bum. <LTH> 'The afternoon is only

4 take notice John. And I've got er a load of bumph. It's gonna take me a month

3 to see why he should get it. It's a load of bunkum.<M01> <ZF1> I think <ZF0>

4 because <ZF1> that <ZF0> that is a load of bunkum.<M05> Well when they no of

5 hrees. Because of that, there was a load of burkes come panicking up after

6 one time we went and brought a load of cabbage back # You know, it's

1 like a cat being dismembered over a load of cacky stale pub rock were RIDE (>

2 > < accounts for only 5% of the work-load of California's industry. <P> The
but Mayo didn't end up killing a load of Californians. He came over to
> WKR BOLDERSON JAKARTA </h> <*> A boat-load of Cambodian refugees appears to
> CAMBODIAN REFUGEES </h> <*> A boat load of Cambodian refugees appears to
> < Keith Dalton. It's the second boat-load of Cambodians to reach Australia
> has risen since the first boat-load of Cambodians last year.
> Machine' is rolling again. What a load of camel crap. They've beaten a 10-
> street-chaos and the arrival of a bus-load of Canadian majorettes. </LTH> The
> into the middle of the river when a load of canoes started to come up the
> sensationalism laced with a bucket load of
cant that drives the tabloids
> in the tropics # was adding to the load of
carbon in the atmosphere, in the
> J MASCIS, Richard and Judy had a load of
carefully tousled models wearing
> to each feeder full. If you pile a load of
casters into the feed at the
> travelled hopefully home with a load of
celing fans for sale at Dollars
> concerned at the prospect of a load of
cement being dumped in the
> 3 t's j+ You know it leaves me with a load of change then doesn't it <M01> Oh
> it c+ er <M05> And there's a whole load of
changes and it's really clever.
> it c+ er <M05> And there's a whole load of
> chaps in jodhpurs charging around
> th This Island's Mine, just a whole load of
characters I was interested in
> Supporting the chart header and its load of
charts requires the stiffness of
> on 'Soup'. </LTH> It begins with a load of
chattering cellos (synthesised,
> silence, then there was a whole load of
cheers. I think it's liberating
> > campaign against farmers. </tt> A lorry-load of
chickens were burned alive i
> > We lose the equivalent of a jumbo load of
children dead on our roads every
> > We lose the equivalent of a jumbo load of children dead on our roads every
> > Parsons, a teacher with a carriage-load of
chirpy infants from Sheff
> 5 it any more. I'd give in and eat a load of
chocolate and feel guilty and
> 6 hose levels when fed an extra-large load of
 cholesterol. Even the American
> to life in Monrovia. A plane load of
 Christmas goodies landed this
> > as beds fill with the winter case-load of
 chronic bronchitis, heart
> 9 little Eyolf. Grieg is not exactly a load of
 chuckles either. </LTH> So I was
> 2 ob moness, an owner-driver taking a load of
citric acid to Italy, said: They
> 3 umpentine times removed to this barmy load of
clannites. Very soon I'd have the
> 4 unidentified Trucker: I brought a load of
clothes hangers up from Canada.
> 2 > When she began to carry the first load of
clothes out to the car, Walker's
> 6 Big cheques, loadsa women, a shit load of
 clothes </LTH> TM: Brian, Terry,
> 5 t make sense if you know you have a load of
 cluster bombs, does it make sense
> 6 protesting vainly against the heavy load of
 coal brick it was obliged to haul
> 9 of being the place where the first load of
 coals was put on the River Wear,
> 8 ended. </h> Culture? What a load of
 cobbbers & Jaci Stephen's Column,
> 9 that greens are good for you is a load of
 cobbler's," says Vincent Marks,
> 0 of that smoky, delightful pub, The Load of
 cobblers.&lt;p&gt; It was Christmas
> 4 have been buying a load of
cocaine since the start of the New Year
t</p>
> 2 police have seized a large load of
cocaine after a plane came down
> 3 loud as June tourists, talking a load of
 cock about Art, came off the
> 4 I had to go later and I went with a load of
 Cockneys. And they hated my
> 5 mentioned # &lt;tt&gt; Oh, that! A typical load of
 cod's # &lt;SO&gt; But, as I said, we'
> 6 purity file was true # It was a load of
cods, Dell. That whole thing was
> 7 ed Statesman hasn't written a whole load of
codswallop about you. Hmmm, it
> 2 mething definite they'd handed me a load of
codswallop. I didn't believe that
> 9 een treated to such an embarrassing load of
codswallop. Thursday, 16 June #
> 0 &lt; which try to sell a single container-load of coffee or whatever," he
> 1 it found an opportunity to take a load of
coffee back to Bordeaux, whence
> 2 of a Jamaican mule who smuggles a load of
coke into Britain, robs his
> 3 ou came back and they'd delivered a load of
coke in the yard in the meantime[
> 4 ve, &lt;trolley and help yourself. A trolley-load of coloured sticky-backed pla
> 5 The aircraft had more than its full load of
combat gear aboard &lt;KUA&gt; Johns
> 6 eople.&lt;F01&gt; No.&lt;F02&gt; MX says it's a load of
 commercial crap and he erm didn't
> 7 Bridge to be swamped with an extra load of
 commuters, including East Bay
> 8 LK TALK TALK &lt;LTH&gt; It's VIC'N'BOB'S Load Of
 Complete Shite! &lt;LTH&gt; VIC: Howay!
> 9 turns over the soil he adds another load of
 compost from his huge bins #
> 2 at gunpoint by a gang who stole his load of
 computer games yesterday. &lt;t&gt; The
> 1 s are ridiculous and nothing but a mule-load of conceit. What do you mean you
> 2 says that by lightening the load of consumer debt, the Federal
> 3 more, if you like). Along with the load of
 cookies, remind every baker to
> 4 ear skies, bound for Fuchau with a load of
 coolies and mixed cargo.Her
> 5 ve got again I've brought [pause] a load of
 copies of these books which we
> 6 a sense of shared relief, the last load of
 corn was brought triumphantly
> 7 m.&lt;M06&gt; and we have with us a whole load of
 councillors in particular
> 8 would be cool and fab instead of a load of
 counter-jumping philistines. &lt;tt&gt;
ally is working # there'll be whole load of different things that suddenly

dest gigs was in Newcastle, when a load of didgeridoo players suddenly came

these aircraft, carrying their de

but too much of what follows is a load of depressingly anonymous snarling

ve failed because it sounded like a load of demos. Instead, we get # Even

any kind of style." <LTH> We did a

it difficult to service their heavy load of debt. The debt-service burden of

any of this news. It is the usual load of crap, and the company is death.

m. If nothing is done, Eureca, and its load of crystals, seeds, shrimp eggs, and

after the Exxon Valdez emptied its load of crude oil into the icy waters of

angrily. `I've never heard such a load of crow dung in my life! They are

re accurate. And, of course, a whole load of
countries to work together <M01> >
crap # they had an almost

ekilled, the usual load of
crap from <FCH> him <FCH> <t>:

PHOTO <ZZO> <LHH> WHY SUEDE ARE A LOAD OF CRAP BUT THE MUSIC PRESS WON'T

crap you write! Your article was

crap but this thing about [pause]

0 W. had asked him not to come, and a load of
crap about 'I must obey my

the political game was a load of
crap. If I tried to do a backward

and the tenants' group is saying load of
crap. 'Would be shocking # amp;

It is a tedious, humourless load of
crap. Did the love scene on the

t talk to me about honour. That's a load of
crap. [pause] <FCH> Then the doll

you think it could be. Which is a load of
crap. Because he couldn't wait to

dancing around afterwards is a load of
crap. But that's just my warped

and shouted 'Kennif Williams! Load of
crap!' and I began to think they

it. It is a tedious, humourless load of
crap. They couldn't pick a good

up the doll. She said Oh this is a load of
crap. But that's not what's

Because this nameless factory. It carried a load of
crap. # <LTH> Banks seems

the content, I just think it's a load of
crap <FCH> what's <FCH> what's

in to Uppers. I mean <ZGY> a load of crap <ZF1> what's <ZF0>

<ZG0> I've got erm I've given FX a load of dates for next few weeks when I'm

fan # is this, or is this not, a load of
crap? <LTH> Just because I enjoy

sections set at odd angles. The load of
crap.<F0X> and erm and like voting's a load of crap and all that sort of thing

and the tenants' group is saying load of
crap. <FCH> was `'all the same just a load of crap # they had an almost

re <ZF0> they're trying to create a load of
countries to work together <M01> >
crap # they had an almost

it difficult to service their heavy load of debt. The debt-service burden of

2 any kind of style.' ' <LTH> We did a load of
demos, but we didn't know whether

3 ve failed because it sounded like a load of
demos. Instead, we get # Even

but too much of what follows is a load of
depressingly anonymous snarling

hese aircraft, carrying their deadly load of
destruction, that formed the main

0 ally is working # there'll be whole load of
different things that suddenly

ally is working # there'll be whole load of
different things that suddenly
9 it. <FO1> Mm. <FO2> Oh they gave me a load of different dates so I don't think >
10 ming out from a reaction would be a load of different types of nuclei # We >
11 gear and ram the pile, try and get a load of dirt # I raise the bucket a >
12 cries of 'Gee! Clark! Lois! Get a load of dis noo band who're mixing up a >
13 she decided was a load of discretion to <FO1> say much # >
14 he said. 'I was relieved to find a load of disparate wallies like me.' The >
15 gt be a disturbing addition to the load of distress that he already carried.> >
16 this was persuaded to hand over his load of dog food all the way from Los >
17 Edwards # A truck driver hauled his load of dog's plop. Thanks (No problem— >
18 tapes locked in this cage, with a load of dogs. I had to pose with me bum >
19 morrow for war-torn Sarajevo with a load of donated food and medical >
20 n'gals-tastic, 24-hour fake party load of donkey shite, mate. Their brain— >
21 oint. Mind you, legally importing a load of dope into the country caused us a >
22 your life. I suggest you smoke a shit-load of dope—GM <LTH> <LTH> HELLO! YO >
23 go past it often enough, you see a load of .. dossers, really, It's very >
24 it. <CQ0> She said it from under a load of dresses on hangers # <CQ1> We can >
25 therapy rather than pitch another load of drugs to a troubled patient. 'A >
26 them off. We were going to buy a load of drugs and used them to distort my >
27 d relationships with, I just took a load of drunken businessmen who had been >
28 'd just launched into Mozart when a load of drunken daytrippers stumbled in >
29 s original script was, indeed, a load of dung. By the end of the evening, >
30 What a heap, it banged like a load of dustbins.> He threw the lorry >
31 demonise it as being # just a load of dykes # many of its so-called >
32 <could have cheerfully thrown a truck-load of dynamite after them. I was m >
33 program. On some campuses part of the load of each full 336 taff Ratio: Each m >
34 6 taff Ratio: Each manager has a case load of eight patients.Percentage of >
35 7 brilliant, that's not just a load of electrical currents going round a >
36 8 <M0X> Erm like he applied for a load of electricity shares but he wasn't >
37 9 shows, ergo they can't exist! <LTH> Load of elitist nonsense, anyway, if you >
38 0 lot, sir. His people came up with a load of embarrassing information and >
39 1 far I was the only female out of a load of engineers who been taking <F01> >
40 2 things to people who don't want a load of equations—<LTH> Exploiting the >
41 3 < are fully satisfied. <CT> A cargo-load of equipment left for Malmo by >
42 4 ung baby who seems to need a lorry load of equipment and clothes to go any >
43 5 rk at Calais' ferry port, his wagon load of equipment for the off-shore oil >
44 6 with <ZF1> a [pause] <ZFO> a great load of er small change <G03> <F0X> Ooh >
45 7 1l they got was <ZFI> a a l <ZF0> a load of er claptrap you know. <M01> Mm. [ >
46 8 I mean they just consider them a load of erm er left >
47 9 < <LIFE IN KUWAIT /h/ <CT> A plane-load of evacuees from Kuwait, many o >
48 0 items, Chavez would be carrying a load of exactly fifty-eight pounds. That >
49 1 education of the load of exams and a whole bunch of going on. >
50 2 he < inflicted. <LTH> My, what a cargo-load of excess we carry in our weary >
51 3 pressuring them into accepting a load of excess baggage belonging to >
52 4 lash which resulted in a whole boat load of excise officers being found next >
53 5 Nine games, five wins and a load of excitement later, they've >
54 6 n flames and they'd come out with a load of excuses as usual from the whiz >
55 7 his parents for putting too heavy a load of expectations upon him and gone to >
56 8 turn up for a first date with a load of expectations about finding love, >
57 9 Light & Magic shop to pick up a load of expensive looking neon creatures, >
58 0 t> < failed to find out why. <CT> A lorry-load of explosives intended for the >
59 1 that carried an astonishingly heavy load of explosives; but these ponderous >
60 2 F # ing in the Street # signed a load of f # ed-up, hard-nosed Mid-Western >
61 <M01> Right. <FO1> MX used to take a load of facts that you knew as well as he >
62 4 occupied the furnished flat No. 10. Load of fan mail has arrived. Monday, 6 >
63 5 PD> 300 for the GSE MPE-100s buys a load of fancy post-production facilities >
64 6 t actually sacrificing or dumping a load of fans because I want to do this or >
65 7 straight out just cos you've got a load of fans, or it doesn't go in at all. >
66 8 ill keep me from drooping under the load of fatigue and tedium. I have begun >
67 9 eg and exclaimed: <CQ1> Well, get a load of <FCH> that, <FCH> would you? >
68 0 s delivery-van had dropped a load of <FCH> saucisson <FCH> by mistake. >
69 1 x on the B-side, headfreaks) as # A load of feelings and images strung >
70 2 > < hole, The Groucho Club. A bus-load of fellow students at Magdalen ca >
71 3 > < to say nothing of a happy lorry-load of field-workers being trucked >
72 4 to leave their country, a plane load of fifty-one people, flew to >
73 5 spent almost 30,000 to buy a load of filet mignon for the patients # >
74 6 that # Just yesterday, there was a load of firewood coming into Sarajevo # >
75 7 > < An Arab tradesman, with his barrow-load of fish, could be a terrorist. >
76 8 e two boats alternately hauled in a load of fish, then shot the net again >
the medicines were merely a load of fish. <LTH> The aphorism `Give a
load of food and tins having been
leaving Sustad to carry the heavy
load of food and gas cylinders up alone. >
7 ast week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
4 driving on his way to deliver a load of gravel. <t> What happened between
5 s who managed to
7 said to have a bloody great trolley load of food. Used to go with a little
8 y > neighbouring countries. Another plane-load of foodstuffs, grain and medi
9 0 <LTH> The first eye-witnesses # a car-load of four refugees who managed to
1 0 a country to pick up a load of fuel. <t> Belgrade
2 east party at FX's I think you put a load of funnies and couldn't deliver
3 n crowded with idiots, including a load of Frenchmen who were there to blow
4 ight! <t> Right. <M01> I bought myself a load of gear thinking I'll wean myself
5 ast party at FX's I think you put a load of fucking er <FOX> Oh you were the >
6 lly out of his cab to stop his load of fruit and vegetables being eaten.
7 m > a box with an old jumper by a load of gibbering foreigners who kept
8 n the danc
9 e, me, me'
10 503 > C D A T they're a load of fucking idiots. Load of idiots. >
11 ood had thin tyres and an enormous load of food. He could not push his bike
12 e, ha, me, me'
13 e, me, me'
14 ast week when they brought a pickup load of food to the PIQUE-up, they
15 e, me, me'
16 y, says # Personally, I think that's a load of garbage! I've seen horses pull
17 ney's, to ship a bacteria-contaminated load of frog legs back to India, says
18 have said Ossie Arndies left me a load of garbage but that's just not true.
19 y to jump out of his cab to stop his load of fruit and vegetables being eaten.
20 a poor country to pick up a load of fuel. <t> Belgrade-controlled
21 by its records or its current load of fuel. <LTH> One method of doing
22 s removal from these shores another load of fun happy White trouble makers;
23 e, P.S., was awful, stunk together a load of fucking clingfilm over there and
24 impression that this was a van load of fuzzy-wuzzies who had been
25 have said Ossie Arndies left me a load of garbage but that's just not true.
26 n < But even the departure of the ship-load of Ghanaians and Nigerians was
27 into a box with an old jumper by a load of gibbering foreigners who kept
28 vicims of the civil war. A special load of gifts was flown in today, even
29 s real, and that they've all done a load of gigs around the country first.
30 rough the door. And there was a car load of girls who turned up at half past
31 Party were coming down with er a load of girls from Scotland and they were
32 PHOTO WITH CAPTION <ZZ0> What a load of glossers! That legendary Pollocks
33 to jump out of his cab to stop his load of fruit and vegetables being eaten.
34 8 0 tel van, which had just delivered a load of fish. We had a wonderful time
35 0 been totally empty at the time, its load of food and tins having been
36 leaving Sustad to carry the heavy
load of food and gas cylinders up alone. >
37 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
38 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
39 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
40 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
41 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
42 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
43 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
44 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
45 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
46 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
47 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
48 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
49 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
50 r week when they pushed along with their
load of gravel for Rotterdam. I was
9 you, there's no need to accept the load of guilt that other people are so led to accept.
10 adding to the already accumulated load of guilt just because you can't #
11 out that? Well, you can imagine the load of guilt that lumbered him with. His
12 a removal from these shores another load of gun happy White trouble makers;
13 in the background are a load of gun-toting black kids. One of
14 calling for a ride and a car-load of guys came over and started
15 agged me close in. <LTH> If I had a load of hair I would have pulled it out.
16 devious means". There followed a load of half-truths, liberally sprinkled
17 but not into the studio with a load of half-baked ideas and hope some of
18 several processors can share the load of handling data in a single
19 to ensure that you come home with a load of happy memories, rather than an
20 If so, the arrival of a van load of hard-drinking,cynical journo-
21 ke cobbler or pie, maybe pull off a load of hay # lead the horse to the fork
22 know whether you fellows ever had a load of hay or a tree fall on you. But
23 Russell Davies was on with a load of intellectuals manque who         >
24 > < his bend.Blue! BLUE!!" <LTH> A car-load of guys is over from the Birming
25 > < A PLANE load of holidaymakers stranded wh
26 5 to ensure that you come home with a load of happy memories, rather than an
27 7 > C D A T they're a load of fucking idiots.Load of idiots. > < 401 .Load o
28 6 A swarm of bees in May Is worth a load of hay. <tt> A swarm of bees in June >
29 the field as he drove by with a big load of hay.<tt> <CQ1> He was an
30 her, <CQ0> said Thack # <CQ1> Get a load of her. <CQ0> <tt> The object of his >
31 0 you're not so smart. You smuggle one load of heroin and you're hooked, Costa
32 9 eak away with you. We're bringing a load of heroin aboard, Costa, and just to
33 1 proceeds of the sale of his last load of heroin. He is going back into
34 2 > the guy who had tried to stop a barge-load of High Stand logs in the Georg
35 3 expect # <tt> Couldn't she carry a load of high dudgeon with her into >
36 their personal philosophy, but a load of hip music-biz types schmoozing
37 5 s, and < is implicitly elegiac. An aeroplane-load of his friends arrived in T
38 6 the proprietor and confiscated a load of his hash leaf insignia baseball
39 7 his wake encumbered by a monstrous load of his accoutrements. I have noted
40 8 se to speak yesterday, he carried a load of history on his back. He was
41 9 me to own up that it was all just a load of hogwash and instead take up pig-
42 0 into types and of course it was a load of hogwash you know.<FOX> Well it's
43 1 stand # <LTH> Sugar said it was a 'load of hogwash' that he was not
44 2 <tt> His lawyer claimed: 'This is a load of hogwash. It's a wage-and-hour
45 2 you know.<FOX> Well it's not a load of hogwash.<FOX> Well no. But it's
46 4 M ALWAYS puzzled by people who take load of holiday snaps. One can buy
47 5 <dt> 05 May 1992 </dt> <tt> A PLANE load of holidaymakers stranded when their
48 6 coffee: Camp again.<tt> What? Another load of homework?<tt> Just a short one >
49 7 applauded. It is like playing to a load of hopeless drunkards # show them
50 8 F01> Right.<F02> Apart from we're a load of horrible old drunks.<F01> Yeah
51 9 politics or political ones and all that. It was all like horse show type camps.
52 task after the Army was shipping a load of horses and Welsh ponies by sea
53 left Ankara, Turkey, today with a load of hostage women and children who
54 2 Jerome Cooke: This latest plane load of hostages to be allowed to leave
55 3 measures # Tories Green Dream is a load of Hot Air" proclaims the Daily
56 4 to send a boat load of humanitarian supplies through the
57 5 cargo plane had just delivered a load of humanitarian supplies and was
58 6 cargo plane had just delivered a load of humanitarian supplies and was
59 7 what is it?16 Was 'anti-fat pill" a load of hype?24 The doctors who have died
60 8 everything was laid on. It wasn't a load of hyped lies. We weren't out to rip
61 9 CRY HAVOC, and let slip a barrel load of hyperactive monkeys! Blink are
62 0 lot aren't they.<M04> Er they're a load of hypocrites.<M04> Yeah.<M04> Now
63 1 of the mainland UK because we're a load of hypocrites.<M04> Yeah.<M04> Now
64 2 <A T they're a load of fucking idiots.Load of idiots. <M01> 402 <FOX>
65 3 C D A T they're a load of fucking idiots.Load of idiots. > <A T they're a
66 20> C D A T they're a load of fucking idiots.Load of idiots. > < 401 .Load o
67 2 > <A T they're a load of fucking idiots.Load of idiots. <M01> Mm.<M02> They
68 0 idiots.Load of idiots. > < 401 .Load of idiots. > <A T they're a load of
69 1 g-eyed, and then strings together a load of images to do with cars, sex and >
70 5 They are terrible. This one was a load of inconsequential rubbish about
71 6 UN SOLOMON </h> <tt> The first plane load of Indian refugees stranded in Amman
72 > < <tt> In Australia the biggest boat-load of Indo-Chinese refugees to reac
73 5 > < SYDNEY </h> <tt> The biggest boat-load of Indo-Chinese refugees to reac
74 9 lders 30 years ago reveals a heavy load of information, lightened only by >
75 0 urst--eyes, has been lightening the load of impatient departments like this >
76 1 That Russell Davies was on with a load of intellectuals manque who
77 2 light in the West End, in front of a load of invited people and I'm doing the >
78 3 light in the West End, in front of a load of invited people and I'm doing the >
i 4 exploded a car bomb next to a bus load of Iraqi troops and, in another, >
> 5 < in London when he encounters a van-load of Irish terrorists trying to bum
> 6 I hope at least you'll have left a load of ironing. <LTH> I got a lot of my >
> 7 involved in the attack upon a bus load of Israeli tourists in February
> 8 S letter was perhaps the biggest load of issue-awakened anxiety it has been >
> 9 literally buckling under the load of its own melancholy. <LTH> Clam >
> 0 > < Matterhorn and you'll find a coach-load of Japanese tourists coming up
> 1 deal is baffling, until you get a load of Jason Kaye. Bouncing around the >
> 2 that carry with them a precious load of jobs, as well as a less easily >
> 3 e > <LTH> May you be buried under a lorry-load of Johnny Rogan books, you misg
> 4 < talking to them, when another car-load of journalists arrived. <LTH> It was
> 5 hat we actually don't mind buying a load of junk as a nation. <M04> Well er >
> 6 So what sort of mail did he get? A load of junk, basically. I get to get >
> 7 So what sort of mail did he get? A load of junk, basically. I get to get to
> 8 not too fine-tuned to carry a large load of junk. And so, I believe, it must >
> 9 then remarked, 'It sounds like a load of karma corn to me.' I laughed so >
> 0 ecuse there's downstairs there's a load of kids loads of people the phones >
> 1 sedan with raucous exhausts and a load of kids career past, and he thought >
> 2 workers on the estate. There's a load of kids and they won't go off the >
> 3 Labour leader in power as 'a great load of Kinnocks". <LTH> He said: 'You can'
> 4 ing; It's all Kinnocks. A great big load of Kinnocks. <LTH> In answers in our
> 5 < LTH> It's all Kinnocks # a great load of Kinnocks." <LTH> Tory Chairman
> 6 "<LTH> It's all Kinnocks. A great big load of Kinnocks." <T> MICHAEL HESELTINE
> 7 rt to Sugar's bar where we joined a load of lads from HMS Reclaim. It was
> 8 dare burden my parents with another load of large wedding bills. I designed >
> 9 > < 50 years, three wars and a lorry-load of latex costumes, appears to h
> 0 > < A pair of dray horses pulls a wagon-load of laughing visitors close to w
> 1 a great look, a lot of style and a load of laughs. <LTH> 7) Bob mccabe <LTH>
> 2 originally intended to spread the load of launching and recovering across a
> 3 he # didn't really belong' with a load of lawyers' sons. <LTH> I began to
> 4 <LTH> Hijackers who had stolen a load of leather jackets attracted
> 5 action would be that if there are a load of leaves and debris on the water
> 6 suddenly found there was a whole load of left hands I could play <LTH> >
> 7 housewives? Why not call the band a load of le
> 8 contract could not bear the entire load of "legitimation". Universal >
> 9 in show business. Tuesday, 14 May # A load of letters about the poetry sent by
> 0 Yeah, <M0X> and they've sent me a load of letters <ZGY> know <ZG0> just
> 1 ut there's a load of liars. There's a load of liars. There's a load of liars > < 554 politicians ther
> 2 there's a load of liars. There's a load of liars and especially amongst >
> 3 How do you tell when > w 555 's a load of liars > < there's a load of lia
> 4 re's a load of liars < < there's a load of liars 552 there's a load of lia
> 5 there's a load of liars. There's a load of liars < < there's a load of lia
> 6 there's a load of liars and especially amongst it? >
> 7 's a load of liars > < there's a load of liars. There's a load of liars and
> 8 ow <ZGY> just > < 551 there's a load of liars. There's a load of liars >
> 9 re's a load of liars 552 there's a load of liars. There's a load of liars and
> 0 politicians there's 2<Z> a 2<Z> a load of liars.<M01> How do you tell when >
> 1 world MX. <M06> But there's a load of liars. There's a load of liars >
> 2 love, isn't it? <LTH> You know it's a load of lies but .. even when I knew >
> 3 taken place # They are making up a load of lies,' she added. <LTH> >
> 4 get at me by the rape claim--it's a load of lies." said Weekes. <LTH> >
> 5 up to that point there was a whole load of light, dappled like water from >
> 6 what they di done was they threw a load of litter all over the Bristol Road >
> 7 And who says dance music is just a load of little men in backwards caps and >
> 8 p there it's standardization it's a load of loads of bloody rubbish. The >
> 9 > trans-shipped. In Puget Sound a barge-load of logs is a common enough sigh
> 0 Neighbors would come to him with a load of logs and say they needed a >
> 1 two days after he had let the barge load of logs be towed over his inflatable
> 2 means a 600-mile round-trip for one load of logs. No matter how far they >
> 3 > < Andy's arrival with another sledge-load of logs. There was no work to
> 4 a flicker of recognition, a whole car-load of London busy-bodies coming to p
> 5 9 to the well, a car that took a huge load of long-standing garage detritus to
> 6 people don't have to listen to a load of long-haired tossers what wear >
> 7 aying a good time. Or a multi-media load of loonies. But The Smell Of Burning
> 8 scr scheme getting rid of a load of loonies. You look over the >
> 9 Robin has held up another wagon # load of loot, he spits out all sorts of >
> 0 quisition. What he fondles to as 'a load of lovely junk'is a diverse and >
> 1 they are often carrying a double work-load of low-paid employment and domes
> 2 ght of the tour, Metallica dumped a load of # <LTH> Ian # goldfish # <LTH>
> 3 tree and yawned, ignoring the heavy load of lumber he carried # <CQ1> Nice >
8 a dainty sidestep, Snoot dropped his load of lumber, shed it, in a perfect row of lumber. As presented, it is a sort of <MO2> Yeah. <MO1> talk to a load of Maastricht, shrugged his game against Arsenal was a complete load of machinery, with a load of machinery with just had to get to 3 vernment men in suits supervising a load of maize and there, sitting in the 4 when he described Shakespeare as a load of manure # or words to that wonder if somebody's just brought a load of manure. <FOX> All right FX. Just 5 went to ask another neighbour for a load of manure. 'Eh?' he said, lifting 7 e > to dig in but if not, order a trailer-load of manure. Any type will do, 8 they are examining a similar truck load of material which was stopped by 9 presenting the system with a large load of material readily absorbed into 0 ome missionaries hadn't delivered a load of mattocks to Blasa for ground 1 n English teacher who has a student load of maybe 125 or 135 or 145 kids, it'

1 pad into other things a whole load of mds of record companies have law 3 n, they've taken what's basically a load of meaty, Yankee Richenbaker-abusing 4 the whole thing was just another load of media malarkey # <T> Wood pursued 8 rkish government is sending a plane load of medical supplies and other relief

5 lew to Iraq over the weekend with a load of medical supplies to try and 7 they always have erm a whole load of medical questions which you go 6 to have flown in with a cargo load of medical supplies. These friendly 2 an Iranian delegation will escort a load of medicine and food supplies to

3 0 it again. Landed myself in another load of mediocrity & no talent or 4 To me he was collecting an enormous load of memories, and walking on a carpet 5 2 > home from the bar and there was a van-load of men # they usually come in 6 3 < psychedelic pioneers 0 a magic bus-load of merry musical pranksters who

4 Went on all day and I had to buy a load of Methadone to take with me. I was 8 flower conscious I wonder? Oh for a load of 'mile a minute' vines to cover gas

6 loot, for guns. They found <KUA> a load of military bugles. <T> They belonged 7 5 to needs of the Iraqi people. A ship-load of milk powder purchased from the

8 ave any bollocks anymore. They're a load of miserable sheep.' <LTH> <LHH> > 2 ithin cells. The train was taking a load of mitochondria to a site where they

3 0 Truman Pogg had got himself another load of moldy Canadian hay. <T> Snoot > 4 that. And thinking get yourself a load of money together if you get found 5 ve to go out tonight. I mean with a load of money to buy enough gear to last > 6 about when you get success and a load of money and get comfortable?' But

7 I tepped in from Sire and gave them a load of money to do the record for > 2 MARK E: I did, yeah, and I got a load of money out of them. <LTH> DAVE: So 9 yeah. <FO1> If you suddenly got a load of money like not too much but you > 8 i'm never going to earn Island a load of money, but to make money at all > 9 buying there # They were getting a load of money and didn't know what to do > 4 Trubina would make you want to wipe yourself all over with 5 e as she's as clever as a barrel load of monkeys herself." He paused. >

2 the soft approach had caught many a load of morons. <T> Although unshaven, > 3 consequently they sit there like a load of morons I mean some of them have > 4 Irish police found him with a car load of mortars last year. Detectives >

5 Yeah. <FO2> At the moment I've got a load of mothballs down. <MO1> Oh you're > 6 Yeah. <FO2> At the moment I've got a load of mothballs down. <MO1> Oh you're >

7 licensing applications, and a fair load of motoring offences for the Bench > 8 , worth pounds < < Hurd, and a Maastricht-division-load of mps. Mr Clarke >

9 thinking as a veneer for a whole load of muck that needs to come out and > 40 himself into a stupor. Another load of muck to sit through. Thursday, 22 > 41 1 give acupuncture a whirl. <LTH> A load of mumbo jumbo, my love, if you're > 42 2 sceptics who claim astrology is a load of mumbo jumbo, says top astrologer >

43 3 Yes. [Laughs # <MO8> You've got a load of mums there moaning and groaning > 44 4 hat's alright then. Uh, no. I did a load of mushrooms last night. I was > 45 8 mpire's ' Horn Track', but without a load of mushy breakbeats. <LTH> <LHH> RED >

6 that much more, provided I put in a load of music, I can offer you the > 50 7 > < to liberate a whole PA and a shit-load of musical instruments from a lo > 58 8 r > < else, and my mother has a house-load of my stuff, too. <LTH> I love > 65 9 sporadic sex had lightened the load of my life. A drowning man escaping >

50 Well it was continuous <2G2> like a load of nails stuck in your stomach hard > 64 4 y 11.5 inches wide but takes a full load of nearly 8 lb of boilies. <LTH> The >

52 accumulated free-radicals-the total load of neotoxins-cause the tissue damage > 65 3 social situation. And reduce your load of neotoxins. <LTH> What is a > 67 a rear-ended by a big rig hauling a load of new cars # One of the recruited > 68 smoke, the van carrying the last load of New Age travellers rattled off > 69 Scott's already written a whole load of new songs # They're very simple >

50 th a great big attitude and a whole load of new pop. Like SUNBEAR, some >
you can pick up anything from a load of nine millimetre pistols to a load of nods and winks to the encroaching of noise when you're trying to watch the banks facing an unprecedented load of nonces who know nothing about nonsense is talked about zoos.

id: 'I am very happy here.. it's a load of nonsense to say I'm not settled.'

Bolsover. 'I've never heard such a load of nonsense as the Action Group gave

re cheaper. I think that's always a load of nonsense to say that the prices

6 ligers to prove conclusively what a load of nonsense Sainsbury's research

7 e boardroom-and the bedroom. What a load of nonsense! <LTH> SKETCH # <LHH>

1 a headline in a tabloid which is a load of nonsense, but in television you

2 wanted Natasha back. 'It's a load of nonsense,' he said. '<t> The

ent and everything else it's such a load of nonsense. I'm a widow and I live

7 you didn't fear <M23> What a load of nonsense.'<LTH> Yes, but if one

But 21-stone Manning said: 'It's a load of nonsense. I'm a friend of Lynn's

day, Arnold. Said the scheme was a load of nonsense. Politicians couldn't

5 rely, they must think, it is all a load of nonsense. I can hear them now, in 2007: 'EFA? Load o

6 of old garbage. <LTH> Evil Lydia

8 at 930109 </date> <h> Can load of old rubbish save Essex from the

7 to be the better man I was, which is a load of old rubbish # <LTH> But stories

5 at why Spanish wine is no longer a load of old bull <LTH> There are certain

8 WEEK ENDING 2 MAY 1993 <LTH> OLD TOSH <LTH> What's yer name, now, I

9 re else a derivative and pretentious load of old Hollywood tat.'<Sheridan

and concluded by saying it was a load of old tripe. Why can't he at least

0 session on PIP printing: they were a load of old Mary Anns forever hair-

4 Lodge' is much more than the usual load of old iron. <LTH> <LHH> REVOLTING

5 ensuring the only stench is from a load of old garbage. <LTH> Evil Lydia

6 <date> 930109 </date> <h> Can load of old rubbish save Essex from the

7 Ha Ha Ha! Only joking--this is a load of old old brummie singer and a load of

8 away from writing a load of old cobblers. <LTH> Certain

9 and, to me at least, as much a load of old nonsense as Rosemary's Baby.

3 to suggest that it's yet another load of old rubbish tends to be shouted

1 Coningsby, 1988: 'The Tornado F.3? Load of old crapp; the sort of stuff to

2 Carry On Cruising. The script is a load of old crapp; the sort of stuff to

3 hat I've been telling you is just a load of old 'uns. What's yer name, now, I

0 i can hear them now, in 2007: 'EFA? Load of old rubbish. Wish we could have

1 <LTH> PHOTO WITH CAPTION # <LHH> A Load Of OLD YANK <LTH> THE Empire Strikes

8 WEEU 720 NOV 1992 <LTH> OLD TOSH <LTH> When Athletic

4 Indie types get away with writing a load of old cobblers. <LTH> Certain

7 me are. And I've got to say, what a load of old shit. I dunno what these so-

2 No 98 at Jever, 1955, 'The Hunter? Load of old rubbish, can't go above 25,

3 ALBUM OF THE MONTH <LTH> It's not a load of old boleros honest–Gloria Estefan

4 yesterday, they was looking like a load of old 'uns. What's yer name, now, I

8 they're Kylie or k d lang. What a load of old cock. On this Bikini Kill

4 yesterday, they was looking like a load of old 'uns. What's yer name, now, I

1 ock; Annell Anstey

5 reditory. Croydon way. We got a load of old stuff they'd had since the

7 as has been suggested elsewhere, a load of old rubbish. <t> We further

2 out there who secretly believe this load of old adolescent cobblers. <t> As

8 than receive the junk mail. It's a load of old rubbish. You wish it was a

9 i her. <t> I am deeply hurt. It's a load of old rubbish and totally untrue,

2 would have come out." <t> It's a load of old codswallop. I never did
rather see Juice than this frozen load of old cobbler's # so September can't
like most things in the end it's a load of old baloney.<MM0> Well yeah if
A were out of touch. << They are a load of old fuddy-duddies who have no
looks set to destroy the sexist load of old bull rules for ever. <<
<i>girl</i> has said is a load of old rubbish and nonsense,"
<i>Copenhagen Summit: A load of old cobbler's for Mates' last
is out." The Daily Telegraph It's a load of old tosh. But it's tosh in the
ineptitude of this deeply tedious load of old cobblers but suffice to say
and says, 'Prime Minister, that's a load of old rubbish". TV journalists in
wine merchant.<MM0> God, what a load of old rubbish. I've never believed
<< Leading Article: A load of old Pollux <<Z2I>> 405) <<Z2O>> <<LTH>
names <<Z2O>>
and there were a load of old characters in Ripon. Ask any
were just that for the most part a load of old fantasy. Er this fella was
7 pause) these guys talk an old awful load of old cobbler's er yeah they do er
I regarded the poem-cum-play as a load of old laver-bread. I have now.<LTH>
9 old of how's-your-father from Oxford
esterday everybody says Oh that's a load of old faces bollocks. It was the
the economics though John it's a load of old phooey because <<2F1>> the
but actually is only just a tatty load of old wood and you know people
and don't let him be bothered by a load of old fuddy-duddies like me # From
French property developer a nice load of old stones. Cluny was founded in
our borders with nothing but a load of old Kalashnikovs.REP: General
an sue er er I mean horoscopes are a load of old baloney aren't they.<MM0>
my common sense would think it is a load of old crap # <LTH> Steve, aged 24,
I was concerned I thought it was a load of old cobbler's and erm you know
9 Morse production crew had brought a load of old junk into her house and
<br><MM0> Somebody's telling her a load of old codswallop there aren't they?<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
7 <<MM0>> Somebody's telling her a load of old codswallop there aren't they?
<< at Wunstorf around 1952: 'The Venom?Load of old rubbish, the wings come
he Iraqi town of Mosul. It said the load of one hundred smaller steel pipes
stamton stuff about casting off the load of one sins and John and all the
or politically, I have done a load of one-dimensional, superficial
a lot of girls # If I was having a load of one-night stands my friends would
would appear they've attacked a lorry-load of onions <MM0> laughs # <MM0>
You will be looking at a whole load of options, savings, spending,
moacracy but that is down to a whole load of other political ideas whether we
executors put it in to sell with a load of other stuff <<CES>> conditional,
insolent and stubborn, and a whole load of other things. And it began to
find yourself lumped in with a load of other bands in a press-created
atheism, humanism and a whole load of other `isms', the Christian
disease then so I was tested for a load of other things such a yellow fever
I'm not going to be had with a load of other bull with this Nick
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
Valentine lived,
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
athiesm, humanism and a whole load of other `isms', the Christian
a whole load of other things such a yellow fever
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
Valentine lived,
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
Valentine lived,
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
Valentine lived,
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
Valentine lived,
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
Valentine lived,
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
Valentine lived,
how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
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how they were taken with a jeep load of other men and boys to an area
Valentine lived,
801 5 the door. But there's also a whole load of
802 4 of people who aren't interested in
803 3 of people who-in the absence of any
804 2 pause) er as creating an academic load of
805 1 of people to be taught by various
806 0 of people who really got it in for
807 9 of people in high pressure jobs like
808 8 of people getting clubbed and I didn't
809 7 there. <M02> Yeah but there's a load of
810 6 of people who only come when they
811 5 dealing with, feller. These are a load of
812 4 here like a bull in a china shop! Load of
813 3 she killed anybody. <T> It's all a load of
814 2 of phytoplankton, and it may be that
815 1 think you've just said the biggest load of
816 0 of piffle out. West Bromwich Albion
817 9 of人员 who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
818 8 of qualifications behind his name. <M01> What a load of pompous, pseudo-
819 7 of prejudice with which I started my
820 6 of precious soil, uncovering the
821 5 of power production. Per
822 4 of power stations, but the gas as
823 3 of pounds, marks or francs in no
824 2 of prison officers rushed in
825 1 of porridge. <T> Ten minutes later
826 0 of power. Per
827 9 of people who aren't
828 8 of people and er Not just numbers.
829 7 of plant pots at a sale very
830 6 of numbers. <ZF0> we've got rid of a load of
831 5 of numbers. Not just numbers. >
832 4 of prison officers. These are a load of
833 3 of prison officers. Had there bee
834 2 of pounds but a few real characters
835 1 of pounds, easily despised, forgotten in no
836 0 of poems or <ZF1> on on <ZF0> on one
837 9 of people for next season and a
838 8 of people in expensive tracksuits   >
839 7 of plants and I just imagined a whole load of
840 6 of people sometimes because he talks such a load of
841 5 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
842 4 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
843 3 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
844 2 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
845 1 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
846 0 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
847 9 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
848 8 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
849 7 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
850 6 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
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856 0 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
857 9 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
858 8 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
859 7 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
860 6 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
861 5 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
862 4 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
863 3 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
864 2 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
865 1 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
866 0 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
867 9 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
868 8 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
869 7 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
870 6 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
871 5 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
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880 6 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
881 5 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
882 4 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
883 3 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
884 2 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
885 1 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
886 0 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
887 9 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
888 8 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
889 7 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
890 6 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
891 5 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
892 4 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
893 3 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
894 2 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
895 1 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
896 0 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
897 9 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
898 8 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
899 7 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
900 6 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
901 5 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
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916 0 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
917 9 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
918 8 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
919 7 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
920 6 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
921 5 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
922 4 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
923 3 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
924 2 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
925 1 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g
926 0 of people who made out the whingeings of a load of prematurely bitter old g

or they recently acquired a lorry load of records by obscure German
of red wine down my top and this guy
s delivered to the Palace its daily load
noon. I don't want to play to a load
Hot Chilli Pepper fans who'd
load of redundant dockers out Helsinki.
3 a load of regulations any major land-use
4 Yeah, I heard they'd block-booked a load of rehearsal time at a studio about
5 has to call in a whole submarine load of reinforcement cannon fodder to be
6 Extension can take a heaped load of relatively light but bulky waste
0 > < out this morning with another plane-load of relief supplies; but I'm goin
7 > < out this morning with another plane-load of relief supplies; but I'm goin
9 > < It was the first private plane-load of relief provisions to come to
8 > < as Mrs Chalker declared; plane-load of relief supplies. But I'm goin
4 Everybody feared that the load of reparations demanded by the
2 > < for what turned out to be a taxi-load of reporters, seemed to understa
3 its blizzards with their heavy work load of rescue operations. If Leap-horn
4 itself with an insupportable load of responsibilities, and, more
5 run to the 'Other Power' to take the load of responsibility off our backs.<<
9 trip in Baidoa, ready to deliver its load of rice and beans for the crowded
6 besieged city of Monrovia, the boat load of rice now on its way from Sierra
7 to Konakree before taking another load of rice back to Monrovia.<DT> T
9 of the world. It's nice to see a load of rich, affluent kids enjoying
6 and that's why we've got such a load of riff raff on the streets now.
1 a spot within minutes thanks to a bus-load of riot police who stopped and
2 pple trees that kneel beneath their load of ripening fruit. Where Huron
3 belching funnel and its long load of roaring coaches plunging through
1 because they're a <ZF1> 1 + <ZF0> load of robbing bastards.<FO1> Yes <ZGY>
5 of East Burra a dump truck drops a load of rock creating a barricade that
6 up and down mountainsides with a load of rocks on his back (the villagers,
7 ut when he trod on it he loosened a load of rocks and slid down a gully then
0 an early-morning crossing with his load of rolled paper. Normally there
2 to me <ZF1> he <ZF0> he's talking a load of rubbish # <M05> Mm.
9 my back and belly, and with a thick load of rubber bands coiled over my
4 n behind these walls and they see a load of rubbish in the newspapers and on
5 is the most egotistical, puerile load of rubbish you're ever likely to
4 in it for the money erm and talks a load of rubbish really.<M01> Okay MX.
7 next move.Well, they are signing a load of rubbish # It sounded pure
2 between these two stools is A Load of Rubbish by Lesley Newton (Simon &
9 I believe in it. It's not a commercial load of rubbish it's nice.<FO1> It is
10 ke the C Ds that I buy Oh they're a load of rubbish what did you buy them for
14 party and then they came up with a load of rubbish like this and as you
18, of Whitley Bay said: 'It was a load of rubbish # a waste of the ticket
4 in God, sometimes I think it's a load of rubbish you're trying to impress God
10 and Angela said permaculture was a load of rubbish because its devotees didn'
5 when we went to see it it was a load of rubbish and it was really
9 emarks that Christy's photos were a load of rubbish and that he had thrown
7 That," she said, 'is the biggest load of rubbish I ever heard # <SO> Why
3 played now now come on I this is a load of rubbish <FO2> Oh <M01> I played
7 ook us to Anglia TV for a ludicrous load of rubbish about hotels &
2 hey are doing this guy's speaking a load of rubbish or whatever.<FOX> Even
9 on it about you know Well this is a load of rubbish <ZGY> or This is shit
2 just <ZGO> keeps saying it's all a load of rubbish and I say That's what
21 played now now come on I this is a load of rubbish <FO2> Oh <M01> I played
1 t> 06 January 1992 <DT> <TT> WHAT a load of rubbish the BBC turned out on New
0 verbank in it and dumped her like a load of rubbish # Goodman said
8 but when we went to see it it was a load of rubbish and it was really
9 my books and my records but it's a load of rubbish really. I like people,
9 s? <Subh> Threat <Subh> <TT> What a load of rubbish it is when people say he
1 IHX> GH FIRST THOUGHTS <LTH> <LHH> A load of rubbish <LTH> PENNY VINCENZI
9 party and then they come up with a load of rubbish like this and as you
3 the <ZG1> papers <ZGO> Well it's a load of rubbish in the erm in these [ ...
2 bbles' anthem with chants of what a load of rubbish # and Dicks has every
2 that MX. <Mo5> Mm <M01> Which is a load of rubbish I'm telling you # <ZF1>
1 believe it. That probably sounds a load of rubbish to you but it did to me three
35 I've got that single.<FOX> Ah.<M01> Load of rubbish eh eh.<M01> No I said
9 am doing it when we've got a whole load of rubbish inside us we tend to use
7 mistake of seeing Shunt's work as a load of rubbish about railway timetables.
8 his <ZGY> <FOX> I think it's a load of rubbish I mean <ZGY> <MOX> Erm FX
9 want and er it's like <ZGY> it's a load of rubbish # <ZG1> This <ZGY> <M01>
9 ver to the BBC which is the biggest load of rubbish in the country <M01> >
at the moment?<M07> Oh don't talk a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
6 r put down. <M01> Nonsense. That's a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
2 get you some change. Thanks. <M0X> Load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
3 zQ1> <ZG1> pence <ZG0> <M0X> <ZF1> Load of rubbish # <ZF0> >
1 i mean. I know it's a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
such as describing our work as a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
ood anyway. <M01> I thought it was a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
who has written the biggest load of rubbish that money's the crucial >
been on now he's talked the biggest load of rubbish I've heard in my life. >
It was the most rambling, pathetic load of rubbish I've ever read in your >
crap was his phrase absolute junk load of rubbish naff. Erm <ZF1> he was >
o Sunday. <LTH> Road racing it's a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
5 . <F06> And we have to put up with a load of rubbish on the telly. <M01> Yeah >
think <ZF1> it's it's <ZF0> it's a load of rubbish at the moment. There's >
XX with the evening meal # I took a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
chant of the English boys # What a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
y I cannot bat there is the biggest load of rubbish I have heard. I have made >
talking piffle. That's the biggest load of rubbish I've ever heard is that >
0 <F02> Mm. <F01> do you think it's a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
e put a carpet on the floor. It's a load of rubbish they're just being greedy
3 but Mark Williams said: It is a load of rubbish about him coming back. He
1 his kick his success. <M0X> That's a load of rubbish # <ZF1> The Palest # <ZF0> >
2 firmanions. I know you think it's a load of rubbish but you've got nothing >
using a bit of improvisation and a load of rubbish! <LTH> <ZZ1> PHOTO <ZZ0> >
3 limo Linhof <LTH> <LHWH> WHAT A LOAD OF RUBBISH! <LTH> John Evans shows >
4 ay from their Black culture. What a load of rubbish! <LTH> As a man you have >
4 of supporters who chanted: What a load of rubbish" as the players left the
3 aring their own fans chant, What a load of rubbish", the Gunners got the
2 verdict of this match with What a load of rubbish". <$> They were right .. >
1 Dawson told the audience This is a load of rubbish" and Christopher Timothy >
6 his critics in chanting What a load of rubbish". <LTH> Superficially it
7 jear the players and chant What a load of rubbish" as England struggled to >
0 hluter, who has said Ideology is a load of rubbish", has walked a constant
8 he crowd may sometimes sing What a Load of Rubbish". In Izmir they throw it.>
9 o suggest otherwise, he says, is A load of rubbish". If stress were that >
5 with the fans who chanted 'What a load of rubbish'. They went to The Dell
9 irst of all everybody said it was a load of rubbish, so that was OK. You
8 out and got the papers. The usual load of rubbish, apart from an
7 Pounds 2.4 million. <$> That's a load of rubbish, totally inaccurate," he
6 off the wall than Cooper, he was a load of rubbish, but you loved the man
5 unshine of good cheer". <LTH> <ZZ1> PHOTO <ZZ0> >
4 ften say you've been treated like a load of rubbish, but it's always in fun
6 up wondering how she got into this load of rubbish, have moved to a small
5 five people that say, That was a load of rubbish, there are another five
8 have to keep reminding him # It's a load of rubbish," scowls the Nottingham
9 This, of course, is a complete load of rubbish, so that was OS. You
9 of all everybody said it was a load of rubbish, but I thought you might
2 ink that nothing was sacred. It's a load of rubbish, they make the stories
0 many unfoldings # <CQ1> This is a load of rubbish, but I thought you might
2 th all the members. They all talk a load of rubbish, but I listen to them.
2 Season, all I can say is: what a load of rubbish. <LTH> The anglers who
ince George Best's a load of rubbish. Load of rubbish.# <M01> > < 1012 Seaso
1 st footballer since George Best's a load of rubbish. Load of rubbish.# <M01> >
0 a member of the team", that's a load of rubbish. It's been a way of >
< George Best's a load of rubbish. Load of rubbish.# <M01> Mm. A 1010 a me
rs who > < 1013 ce George Best's a load of rubbish. Load of rubbish.# <M01> >
9 George Best's a load of rubbish. Load of rubbish.# <M01> Mm. Ah I mean <ZF1> >
e there+ < 1018 George Best's a load of rubbish. Load of rubbish.# <M01> Mm.
7 of inflation <M02> That's another load of rubbish. Load of rubbish.# <M01> >
5 hy some people though Radio I was a load of rubbish. <LTH> There were >
9 good photograph or even art: it's a load of rubbish. Soft, blurred and badly
4 ar old dad yes. <M01> I think it's a load of rubbish. <M01> What you mean <ZF1> >
ar old dad yes. <M01> I think it's a load of rubbish. <M01> What you mean <ZF1> >
2 and listening <M01> Yeah. <M04> to a load of rubbish. How many people they've >
to ask us where we had got such a load of rubbish. For that reason, we >
0 ow <M01> Mm. <M02> I think they're a load of rubbish. <M01> Yeah but <ZF1> I >
t ce George Best's a load of rubbish. Load of rubbish.# <M01> > < George Best
That's a load of rubbish. [laughs] <M01> No

It's a bloody load of rubbish. <M01> Yeah. Well you

week. And erm you know it's just a load of rubbish. <M01> Do you know what

No course it won't. What a load of rubbish. <M03> No it will. <M01> Oh

bigger than bottle-fed # what a load of rubbish. It just means more

Max visits the New World # what a load of rubbish." <t> Writer Diane, 40, 40,
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puts will b

a load of rubbish. A group of gay pieces

the riverbank and tipped out like a load of rubbish. The thought angered him.

hey say it's their country that's a load of rubber. The blacks were there

in Topic.I talked and talked a load of rubbish. Hope he will sort

at us. <t> Chemical castration is a load of rubbish. You give a guy some

nyway, the score of Governess was a load of rubbish: he was good enough for

the party at 11 o’c. and sat with a load of sailors from Belfast in the B'

they sat with a load of sailors from Belfast in the B'

of several cylinders was halted

sh. I don't believe a

's high in cholesterol that's got a load of salt in it and this is

of food shipments # the first plane

the party at 11 o’c. and sat with a load of sailors from Belfast in the B'
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changes hourly, says Massin. The load of scrap copper you can sell for

I was so surprised. Mine was just a load of scrawl.<M01> Yes.<F03> I just

I was so surprised. Mine was just a load of scrawl.<M01> Yes.<F03> I just

then called Datsun UK) shipped a load of second

hink that sea water only contains a load of salt, thin again.French scientist

'm high in cholesterol that's got a load of salt in it and this is

hit by something heavy # This is a load of salvage from a town that's been

hit by something heavy # This is a load of salvage from a town that's been

another group of Indians dumped a load of sand on southern Ontario's main

complete with half a dump truck's load of sand. All the things that his two-

esthetes that all footballers are a load of sausage-brained GEORGE BENSON

if they do, the railroad can have a load of scabs in here in twenty-four

'n >> dispensary, while this year a truck-load of school books and pens will b

the other, in December 1988, a bus-load of schoolchildren were held ranso

changes hourly, says Massin. The load of scrap copper you can sell for

I was so surprised. Mine was just a load of scrawl.<M01> Yes.<F03> I just

I was so surprised. Mine was just a load of scrawl.<M01> Yes.<F03> I just

then called Datsun UK) shipped a load of second-hand Minis back to Japan

The three thugs drove his load of Sega games to an unknown

Supplement; Rose's work was a load of self-seeking rubbish, he declared.

except for an old bus from which a load of senior citizens were

tes while a green bus dropped off a load of senior citizens, eyes uniformly

When I heard about this bill. A load of sentimental twaddle <F03> that

< > Somers. The officials say a truck-load of several cylinders was halted

she feel anything else, with this load of shame, which she alone had to

more than 10 per cent of our base load of shares in any year. Many left the

These ridiculous measures like a load of sheep .. nobody is protesting ..

to have a better view than a lorry-load of sheep on their way across Eu

forms and precedents to lighten the load of sheer paperwork. Working hours

a year in Mount Desert received a load of shingles for their service,

you said the orchestrations were a load of shit and Barry (the orchestrator)

to MX and erm [pause] that's a load of shit <ZF1> and [tuts] <ZF0> and

er, deep.. <LTH> I think it's all a load of shit! I hate watching us play. I

with 'Your show last night was a load of shit, why don't you get another

in my face and starts giving me a load of shit, I guess there was something

I think <GZY> Well that's a <GZ0> load of shit.<FOX> <ZF1> They're <ZF0>
Martyr Saint turns out to be just a load of sticky brown stuff... With the seizure of a truck load of steel cylinders bound for Iraq.

They're going to buy a whole load of stuff they wouldn't normally buy. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're a load of stupid fuckers, I said. "Excuse me to terms with each other, with a load of sub-Taggart nonsense set in a..."

9 y TODAY dash after TODAY flew in a helicopter-load of supplies to the service. Translator: OK?

Return to pick them up and drop a load of supplies for the refugees... The average angler's substantial load of tackle, bait and groundbait, crammed into the number of riders. There were a load of stack-ups."

They're a load of stupid Arabs and Commies..." As if any proof was needed..." They're a rotten but typical first night load of shite. 'Cause I've heard..." Music? My arse..."

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

I thought it'd be a load of shite. The people there were pigs..." I'm still too weak for the heavy load of taxes he's proposing, especially..."

I went out of control, we played to a load of skinheads, and this guy came up and mashed a window to get in, nicked a load of silver cups that can't be worth..."

He arrived at 4.30am and took one load of tackle to his swim. When he came..."

The number of riders. There were a load of stack-ups."

The average angler's substantial load of tackle, bait and groundbait, crammed into the number of riders. There were a load of stack-ups."

I went out of control, we played to a load of skinheads, and this guy came up and mashed a window to get in, nicked a load of silver cups that can't be worth..."

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice."

A whole load of stuff about police officers. You..."

They're a load of stupid fuckers, I said. "Excuse me to terms with each other, with a load of sub-Taggart nonsense set in a..."

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to buy a whole load of stuff they wouldn't normally buy. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.

They're going to lose track of a load of stuff. Got me? That would not be nice.
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fire from the main load of thirty-eight-million gallons. To prevent a spillage from its main load of thirty

bombers carrying five times the war-load of the best aircraft available to us and a load of the heart of the heart, w

pressure greatly increases the work-load of the left side of the heart, w

to forty-five million. H. > < Played our socks off, and said kop... Kop A Load Of This <LT> Girls! Get a load of this! Seems like life ain't so go

secretary Daniels brought a boat-load of them out here, including the back Barry Sanders to carry the load of the Lions' offen

duced down then. They left me alone a load of them round here.<M01> Mm.<F01> My old patchboard ones. Flood's got a load of those and they really sounded

the load of the military bared buttocks to prevent a spillage from its main load of thirty-eight-million gallons. To prevent a spillage from its main load of thirty

If we lived <ZZ2> Football Experience <LT> GET A LOAD OF THIS <LT> Ten places for the

system seems to have bred a whole load of thugs who cannot add up. I hope they can find no record of selling a load of titles to some crazy who's now on the road and died the death a load of times. One of the worst was at a

or annoying wimp factor. Get a load of those 'frogs. 7 Max Bell <LT>

Colombia is carrying an assorted load of telescopes and other devices up to now since I sent our first plane-load of tents and blankets and suppli
It came just 24 hours after a boat load of tourists jeered when she was
smiling. `It's the start of a whole load of trouble." And she walked on,
and er I'm hoping to take 'em a load of trousers suitable for knocking
You're not going to want a load of truants because there's going to

ne of the church being made up of a load of tuneless happy-clappers.<LTH> So
n the cup final. A lorry carrying a load of turnips and cauliflowers has been

4 than him I don't want to set off a load of trouble by getting the police

19. <LTH> The 150 peg event offers load of trophies. The age limit is 19

6 rapped off behind a van l

9 of a weapons load of up to 24,500lb (11,113kg). The
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use the rest of that and another load of washing you see because it's per >
ok a load of warm clothes we took a load of wet weather clothes and erm [ >
that had become used to an annual load of wheat for the Soviet Union have >
try's doing I mean they did it to a load of wine from Italy didn't they # >
yldn't now let them down. At 3.30 a load of wogs started moving furniture >
if it was mostly women there'd be a load of women saying Do something about >
every yard had every house had a load of wood in the garden that they >
en the lorry, with a Pounds 15,000 load of wood, was parked near Tilbury, >
up <FOX> <ZGY> <FOX> with a whole load of words.<M0X> <ZGY> whoever it >
those possible tasks lies a heavy load of work for the UN in what several >
is having to increase her body's load of work, she will have to eat a >
operation I felt carefree, as if a load of worry had been lifted. I felt >
because of it then they're just a load of yobbos as well. I don't agree >
reckons that this last claim is a load of you-know-what.<issue> Volume >
first I thought it was a bloody old load of you-know-what # I mean, a woman >
sneezing out his false teeth in a car-load of young people, bequeathing his >
are failures, where you get a whole load of youngsters that we don't even try >
You can reduce the allergen load of your home environment by regular >
Well I th< M05> Er just a load of youths out there to just do >
same doctor. And er they're just a load of <ZF1> bad [blows out air] <ZF0> >